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•

Five typical overlanding Africa routes:
1. Morocco to South Africa
2. Egypt to South Africa
3. Kenya (enter via air or sea cargo) to South Africa or the West
4. South Africa to Morocco
5. South Africa to Kenya (exit via air or sea cargo)

•

Cautionary route notes:
o Cutting across North Africa not possible. Libya is in chaos.
o Sinai Peninsula in Egypt off limits to motos
o Highly discouraged to moto across the center of Africa and Congo. Far safer (and
probably more interesting) to route Namibia and ride into Angola.
o Northern Nigeria and Mali are also considered to have poor safety

Exchange rates to the Euro (December 2017)
Country
Equivalent (1 Euro)
Ethiopian Birr
32
Kenyan Shilling
122
Tanzanian Shilling
2665
Ugandan Shilling
4300
Rwandan Franc
1020
Brunei Dollar
1.60
Angolan Kwanza
196

Country
Malawian Kwacha
Zambian Kwacha
Zimbabwean
Botswana Pula
Mozambican Metical
Namibian Dollar
South African Rand

Equivalent (1 Euro)
860
11.60
N/A (use $ or Rand)
11.88
170
15.12
14.90

•

US Dollar will exchange almost everywhere. If possible, the best currency to have stored
in the secret pannier stash.

•

Euros will trade fairly universally, although not always on the street.

•

South African Rand is more tradable than the Euro, especially with all of Southern
Africa. But, you do not want to get stuck with a lot of extra Rand moving up the east
coast.

•

ATM network connected to Western banks will work throughout Africa and in every
major city. Always a good idea to address quickly after crossing a border since there are
often times when an ATM will be temporarily disconnected from the network, or taken
over by a line of 20 Africans waiting for their payday funds. Common sense applies – try
to use an ATM inside a well-lit bank and do not let others see your pin or where you are
stashing your cash in your wallet. Most banks will have armed security guards especially
during daylight hours.

•

VISA cards will work across most of the continent as well. Outside of South Africa,
Namibia, and Kenya it will be harder to use them at gas stations so have cash.

•

Gas pump attendants often expect a little tip when they see a western overlanders. This
is especially an annoying problem in South Africa. My approach was the skip a tip, and
just force them to stop a few clicks shy of the nearest whole Rand or Shilling amount
and then leave them with the bill to keep the change. The few cents would barely
matter for me but makes them feel like they earned something.

•

Parking: On that same South African note, while still discussing money, another problem
in South Africa is ‘parking lot attendants’ – jobless Africans who just have a parking lot
as their territory and ask for a few Rand for the privilege of watching you bike. I
vehemently disliked this and it seemed like extortion to me. It happens even in
established restaurants or malls. I would just park on the street or outside of their
noticeable reach and smile if asked for a handout.

•

Roads
o General Conditions To start, it is best to dispel misconceptions. If you wish to
transit Africa, most of the roadways will be just as navigable as places in Eastern
Europe, South America, or Asia. You can easily ride pavement from Nairobi to
Cape Town. Pretty much no tolls. Always dirt side routes along the way to
adventure down some gravel. Sometimes better to use the tar (the African term
for paved roads) to get across some distance, so you then have more time to
enjoy the local roads when you reach a new country. South Africa will have very
few gravel roads. Even the side roads are paved. But West Africa will have
numerous muddy sections that can be all-but-unnavigable in rain season. Not
simply because they are wet mud, but because the trucks that also use those
roads will tear them up before the motorcycle arrive. Almost all of Africa’s roads
are made for right-hand drive vehicles (ride on the left).
o Main Roads: The ‘tar’. The main roads usually will have fewer numbers on the
map and transit between major cities. If your trip is time sensitive, or if rain has
hit lately, those are the ones to stick to.
§ Most of the time motorcycles will be respected. Western Kenya and
Uganda seem to forget about this respect so watch out for vehicles trying
to overtake ahead of you in the oncoming lane.
§ Certain areas will have poor pavement due to truck traffic. Southern
Tanzania by Mbeya for one. Also south of Zambia’s capital of Lusaka.
§ Maybe areas are bound to have big potholes that could swallow an
elephant on a bad day. For instance, a few parts of Malawi, or Botswana
between Nata and Francistown. Best idea on all African roads is to resist
the urge to speed, and keep it below 80 km/hr even when you have the
road to yourself. Animals come out of nowhere, and swerving at the last
minute for a pothole you were not looking for can suck.
o Side Roads: The ‘bad tar’.
§ Best to be avoided. These may have been paved once. But these
countries can barely afford the essentials. Repaving little used side roads
are not one of them. Sometimes the side roads are the best way to get
somewhere, like a beach on Lake Malawi. They usually are just a row of
potholes and livestock though. If there is an option, choose the gravel
road since that will at least be fun.
o Gravel Roads:
§ Despite the nay-sayers, you can still ride gravel pretty much from Kenya
to Joburg. You just have to go out of your way to find it. Some can be very
fun, especially if washboard flat, since it goes through the most scenic
areas of Africa. Namibia, Botswana will have some great sections, as well
as western Tanzania.

Some gravel roads turn quickly to ripio (rough gravel). When it gets to fist
size boulders, the speeds drop below 30 km/hr and can easily get
dangerous in wet conditions. Small gravel roads through the countryside
after a rain are best to be avoided until they have an afternoon to dry.
Speeds and Police
o Almost all speeds are well posted. Botswana is one of the few countries with
rigorous enforcement. Others like Zimbabwe enforce in places where certain
police can pick out motorists and press for a bribe. South Africa will usually
enforce for safety only, with checkpoints for documents. Watch out for the
entrances to towns. In Botswana this is where the speed quickly drops and the
cameras are set up.
o Checkpoints are everywhere. In southern Malawi, you may only ride 7 minutes
between checkpoints. I never once had a problem, never once was hinted at a
bribe. My approach was always to slow down with my facemask up. Smiling.
Saying “Jambo!” or whatever was hello in the local language. And quickly saying
something in English that they likely could barely understand about riding my
moto from Cape to Cairo. They would get the Cape & Cairo part and laugh and
call me crazy. And want to take a photo of me or themselves on the bike. Then,
just wave me through without asking for a single piece of paper.
o My philosophy is that if you leave the conversation in their hands, they will
default to what they know which is to ask to inspect you vehicle permit,
insurance, drivers license or registration. That all takes time and if you have
something wrong they can make that a problem. But, if you make them smile
and joke, they forget about all that stuff. It may take a few minutes to pose for a
photo, but better than a few minutes trying to get out of a ticket.
Night
o Don’t. Ride. At. Night. Be smart, and realize not everyone in Africa is as good of a
driver as you, especially if they are coming home in the dark drunk.
o Worse are the potholes you cannot see, the animals clustering on the roadway
for warmth, or the people using the road as the sidewalk.
o Be safe, plan to arrive early. The sun sets early and very quickly in most of Africa.
Gas
o Wisest bet to strap a jerry can to the moto. Even if you never need it in Africa,
there is a chance someone you meet will.
o But, if you stick to the main routes north and south, you will always find a gas
station.
o If you are smart about filling up when the day starts, rather than when fuel is
low, you also avoid the random occurrence of a gas station on strike, or where
the fuel truck did not visit. It does happen in Africa.
o Most gas stations work on a cash basis. And I found petrol to be some of the best
in the world on the east coast of Africa, if visiting the major stations. West Africa
may have some locations where a fuel filter is recommended.
o You should empty fuel container before crossing borders.
§

•

•

•
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Insurance – COMESA Yellow Card will make almost all of your problems go away.
o Burundi, D.R. Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Swaziland, Uganda,
Zambia, Zimbabwe are all included. Buy it once in your first country and never
worry about the scammers at border posts trying to sell you something that
doesn’t hold water with the police. This one will.
o Botswana, Namibia, South Africa – I did not buy anything and it was never
required. Drive safe.
o West Africa – it can be a risk, but few places require insurance

•

Borders
o Avoid bringing any fruits, vegetables, meat, or dairy across international borders.
Especially southern Africa borders known for foot and mouth disease quarantine
areas.
o You may want to have a police certified photocopy of important documents (like
passport) to provide if asked instead of the real document. One older
recommendation was to have a police station certify copies of your drivers
license, passport, title, registration, and carnet. I made 10 of each, but never had
to use a single one. It doesn’t hurt to have, and is not hard to prepare.

•

Other
o A few countries require reflective stickers front and back on the motorcycle. You
are unlikely to ever be stopped for not having them. But, if you are at a
checkpoint and the police want to hassle you, this is an easy way for them to pull
out the rulebook and say you have a problem. Best bet: buy a couple cheap
stickers at the store and be done with the matter.
o Zimbabwe is one of those countries where the police also want to see a
ridiculously useless fire extinguisher. Mainly since if someone doesn’t have one,
they can press for money to make the problem go away. Again, best bet is to buy
a small very cheap one to throw in the bottom of the tank bag. Then make a cool
Instagram video with it at the end of any African trek.

•

•
•
•
•
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English
o Expect some people to speak it. But, far more rarely than you might think. Even
in major cities which have plenty of signs written in English (like Nairobi).
Otherwise some West Coast counties pick it up more frequently (Nigeria, Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Ghana).
French
o This will probably be the most useful language – especially in West Africa
Portuguese
o A couple major locations like Mozambique, Guinea, Angola
German
o It could help in West Namibia, but rarely elsewhere
Afrikaans
o Universal in South Africa, Namibia, Swaziland, Lesotho, and into Botswana.
Local
o The local tongue will rule, and unfortunately there are a lot of them. Such as
Swahili in East African countries like Kenya and Tanzania. Until you go to
southern Tanzania and find something different.
o My basic approach was to download every Google Translate language module I
could. Learn the basic phrases. Especially hello in the local tongue, since it goes
over well with the police checkpoints.

•
•

•

•

•
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Just a few of the many places around Africa for motorcycle needs. There are of course
lots more that I never had exposure to.
Kenya
o Jungle Junction (Nairobi) – Chris’s garage at his hostel, can help with most all
repairs GPS -1.36250, 36.73979
Tanzania
o KTM (Dar es Salaam) – North side by Oyster Bay, good for non-specialty issues
GPS -6.75192, 39.28234
Zambia
o KTM (Lusaka) – Can help with tires and most everything else GPS -15.51143,
28.27202
Namibia
o Dune Worx (Swakopmund) – Run by a guy named Jan who knew the ‘Long way
down’ guys. GPS -22.677630, 14.528513
South Africa
o BMW (Pretoria) – An excellent moto shop, fully stocked with riding accessories.
Also right next to an Outdoor Warehouse to restock with any camping essentials
needed. GPS -25.865640, 28.190520
o Trac-Mac (Cape Town) – Good niche tire shop. Should have all tires you want, or
they can order. GPS -34.015709, 18.468233
o Flying Brick (Cape Town) – An adventure rider’s goodie store, mainly BMW but
most everything else; Chris will help ship emergency parts and tires across Africa
for you GPS -33.912037, 18.469844

Ethiopia

•

General
o Difficult to gain a visa outside of your home country. The general process for
overlanders is to go to Nairobi, and stop by the Ethiopian embassy for the
rejection. They will ask for a letter from your own embassy why you did not
receive a visa at home. Then, take it back to the Ethiopian embassy for
processing.
o Kenyan road to Moyale has been paved and somewhat good condition. But
the arean has been known to have gunmen patrolling. Be aware.

•

Visit
o Lalibela cave churches, Great Rift Valley, Danakil Depression
Sleep / Eat / Drink
Borders
o Moyale border entry to Ethiopia is more routine than the Lake Turkana route,
which is far more adventurous.
o TIPs are allowed but the process has shifted back and forth the past year.
Check ahead with overlanders on recent crossings.

•
•

Kenya

•

•

General
o Make sure to acquire the T12 - East Africa Tourism Visa when you arrive. It
costs $100 and allows multiple entries to Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda
Visit
o British Air Force strip by Mt Kenya, great place to take a break
o Masai Mara – Simply the best African national park. Motorcycles are not
allowed entry, so the approach I followed was to ride south of Nairobi to
Narok. You can camp cheaply there for the night at the OSIM Lodge. Next
morning, wake up at 4am and ride south to the park gate. About an hour in,
the road turns to very rough corrugations (so leave the baggage at the
campground). Best to ride on the dirt paths to the side of the road, where
jeeps go. Very smooth when dry. However, expect 3 hours in good conditions
to ride. At park gate, hire a jeep tour. Maybe $80 for half day in low season.

•

•

Sleep / Eat / Drink
o East Kenya
§ Masai Eco Lodge – Small hotel also with low price camping, dinner
service, on the road south from Nairobi towards Arusha. GPS -1.99510,
36.80179
o Central Kenya
§ OSIM Lodge – cheap campground by Masai Mara. GPS -1.15118,
35.75699
§ Jungle Junction – Quiet, long term spot run by Chris in Nairobi. Good
camping, dorms, dinner and breakfast. GPS -1.36250, 36.73979
o West Kenya
§ Duara Flamingo Camp – Nice wide open campground on the shores of
Lake Elementaita. Good, new bathroom facilities. Restaurant and hotel
next door for dinner and beers. GPS -0.431186, 36.24831
§ Robert’s Camp – Good place on the ride to Lake Turkana GPS 0.61290,
36.02268
Borders
o A carnet is generally required at most Kenyan border entries. Although some
people have found a way to get a TIP, it is very rare.
o A foreign private vehicle permit is necessary if you are in Kenya for more than
7 days. It is issued by the same desk that handles the carnet and is about $21.
o Insurance (Yellow Card COMESA) is required. I am not sure about the process
to acquire in Kenya, but the typical process in other countries is to buy a local
insurance plan first for 3 or 4 months, and then that local agent will sell you a
COMESA policy for the additional countries in Africa you plan to visit.
o Yellow Fever card and/or a short health inspection may be needed at the
border post. Varies widely.

Uganda

•

•

General
o All roads lead to Kampala. Which is not a good thing. Avoid entering the city
during morning rush or after 4. If staying local to get gorilla permits, smart to
plan on a location close to the side of the city you need to stay on.
Visit
o Sipi Falls: Near the Kenya border. Enter Uganda from Kenya visa the Kitale
route, small easy border crossing. Roads can be a little muddy if recent rain.
Stay by Sipi Falls for a night before continuing on to Jinga.
o Source of the Nile River: Take the boat out to the tourist sign. Entrance in Jinga
is off of Cliff Road. Ride the bikes towards GPS 0.427062, 33.200474, then
down Cliff Road to the gate entrance.

•

•

o Mountain Gorillas: An unforgettable experience, but costly. Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park is one of those special places in the world worth a
visit if close by. But, only about a hundred permits are issued each day. If
visiting in April, May, or November (low season) permits are discounted.to
$450. Otherwise they are $600, which is still cheaper than neighboring
Rwanda ($750). A traveler can try to go to the ranger station at Bwindi and ask
for any ‘day-of’ cancellations to get last minute permits (rarely available), but
otherwise if you ride direct to the park you must go to the UWA office in
Kampala to purchase. I was on a tight timeline due to shipping so I booked
mine through an agency: https://www.gorillatours.com/
o Kibale Forest – Visit the wild chimpanzee. A morning permit is a quarter of the
price of the mountain gorillas. Best to base yourself in Fort Portal.
o Rwenzori Mountains – some of the best scenic mountain riding in all of Africa.
o Murchison Falls: Wonderful national park, great place to get an affordable
wildlife experience.
o Equator sign – the round African equator sign shown in everyone’s photos. A
little more unique that the Kenya equator signs. There are a couple different
locations, here is one: GPS 0.000313, 32.039888
Sleep / Eat / Drink
o In Kampala:
§ Many expensive and midrange hotels. The only one I saw that seemed
to be a sure bet was Royal Suites. GPS 0.306490, 32.622191
§ As part of a gorilla tour, I stayed south by the airport in Entebbe.
Airport Guesthouse. Nice, good service, somewhat affordable. A
massive traffic nightmare to reach or depart from during rush hour.
GPS 0.050290, 32.461570
o Fort Portal:
§ Dutchess Hotel is great base for the area, to then explore the wild
chimpanzee park. GPS 0.653681, 30.278504
o Jinga:
§ Nile River camp. Wide open campsite, great bar and food, overlooking
the Nile River at sunset. GPS 048262, 33.16470
§ Source of the Nile Café great lunch spot in downtown Jinga
o Sipi Falls:
§ Sipi Falls Resort – good camping spots by the falls for a night. GPS
1.336363, 34.377965
o Murchison Falls
§ Red Chili Camp – Good spot for park visit GPS 2.27746, 31.56482
Borders
o East African visa and carnet are main requirements.
o A road tax will need to be paid at the border post. Low cost, but depending on
the crossing there can be a line of truck drivers waiting at the bank desk to
process payment and your receipt, to then take back to customs.

Rwanda

•

•

•

General
o Most of the roads are in terrific condition. They also make sure to not allow
garbage to be tossed by roadside in Rwanda, leading to very beautiful scenery.
Visit
o Kigali Genocide Memorial – in remembrance of the Rwandan genocide which
decimated the country.
Borders
o Relatively simple if already have the east African visa; TIP is basically a simple
process

Tanzania

•

•

General
o Roads are in so-so shape. In the south, the M1 to Dar can be crowded and
warped, but it is paved. As are road from Dar to the north and Kenya.
o If you cut across the middle toward the park you will find the best landscape
and wildlife, but some poor condition gravel.
o If you ride west towards Rwanda, some of those stretches can be the worst in
Tanzania, especially if the rains hit.
Visit
o Zanzibar – difficult to transit the moto to the island, and honestly the roads
are crummy outside the city and not fun riding with slow trucks everywhere.
Best to leave the bike in Dar es Salaam and take the ferry (or a flight if you do
not want to grind it out with the locals). The ferry is at GPS -6.82028,
39.28847. The process I followed was parking the moto at a campground
south of the ferry landing. You have to take a car ferry across the channel to
get there. Then taking a tuk-tuk to get back to car ferry, catching the back of a
moto for the ride to the marine ferry about a km away, and then buying a
ticket for the high speed ferry which takes 2-3 hours. It drops off passengers
right in Zanzibar city. Zanzibar is one of those special cities in Africa worth its

•

•

own excursion. Great Indian food, spice markets and amazing history. Also
beautiful beaches worth exploring away from the city like Nungwi (although
expect local transport to take hours to get anywhere).
o Mt. Kilimanjaro – Trek of a lifetime, if you can carve out a week+ to hang out
in the area. I did not climb but knew another rider who did. It will cost around
$1,000 for everything if you go local. Moshi is the place to arrive and then talk
to someone who will make the guide and porter arrangements.
o Serengeti National Park – I traveled here as a backpacker years ago and it is
still my favorite African game park experience. There may be a park border
from the west to arrive and then transfer to a guided jeep tour. I think it is
harder as a moto rider from the East since the main road routes through
Ngorongoro park, which will not allow the motos to transit.
o Ngorongoro Crater National Park – a universally fascinating place to tour, but
for that there is a price. I paid way too much for a single guide since I was in a
hurry and did not find a shared group to join. If you want to visit, I’d
recommend the Octagon Lodge with is close to the park gates and has both
rooms and camping along with a great bar and restaurant.
o Ruaha National Park – One more of the great parks, with tons and tons of lions
to discover.
Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Dar es Salaam
§ Mikadi Campsite – Low price beach camping which will also watch your
moto when going to Zanzibar GPS -6.81914, 39.32107
o Morogoro
§ Simbamwanni – Nice secure river campground along the road to Dar.
GPS -6.80489, 37.63505
o Iringa
§ The Alizeti Hostel – Chill hostel, good stopping point on the road to
Dar. GPS -7.780461, 35.701383
o Ngorongoro
§ Octagon Lodge – Nice camping area, cosy bar, and good food. They
arrange tours which can be expensive. One of the neatest (which I did
not have time for) was a local village just north of the town which
would offer to take tourists out on an authentic walking game trek just
as they have been doing for generations. GPS -3.343698, 35.665221
Borders
o I entered with my Carnet, which was very quick and easy. He still needed to
enter something into the computer, but it did not take long.
o For Visa, it seems most everyone can easily get upon arrival. I was worried
about this particular county due to a rumor otherwise, and got a Tanzanian
visa when I was in South Africa. They charge Americans I think more than any
other country.

Malawi
• General
o One of the poorest counties in
the world, but the people are
really some of the friendliest
you will meet in Africa.
o Be ready for the stares in every
village you enter. Your moto will
be like an alien ship just landed.
•

•

•

Visit
o Nakhota Bay, Monkey Bay,
Livingstonia, and just anywhere
around Lake Malawi
Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Livingstonia
§ Mushroom Farm – Very
challenging 11km
adventure road into the
hills above the Lake GPS
-10.58661, 34.13448
o Nakhota Bay
§ Butterfly Space – Chill
location with low price
huts and camping. Filled
with volunteers and
backpackers. GPS 11.61189, 34.30469
o LiLongwe
§ Good clean lodging and
camping for overlanders
GPS -13.99910, 33.75974
Borders
o There is a huge visa fee. For
Americans it was $75 USD, and I
think that applies to everyone
else too.
o Outside of that, I used my
carnet which seemed a lot
simplier than the process
everyone else was going
through at the border post for a
TIP.

Zambia

•

•

•

General
o Very undeveloped country, raw Africa, but quite safe. So much to explore if
you ride into the center, but honestly most people see a couple spots like
Victoria Falls and then get to Botswana or elsewhere.
o The parks in Zambia (like Luangwa) will give some of the best cost-return in all
of Africa
Visit
o Luangwa National Park – this is one of the few game parks that they will
sometimes like moto riders into. Whether that is a wise idea or not is up to
you, but it is can be an adventure
o Lower Zambezi National Park – Southwest of the capital, by the border of
Zimbabwe. Famous for the crocodiles. Avoid camping by the rivers. Or walking
by the rivers.
o Victoria Falls – Easy visit from Livingstone. Good hiking paths, lots of crazy
baboons, bring a jacket since you will get wet. GoPro yourself running through
the water spray of the falls.
o Mukuni Village – a neat side trip from Livingstone, to enter a large African
village very welcoming to visitors. Can be arranged via the hostels.
Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Chiapata
§ Dean’s Hill View Lodge – Nice hillside backpackers. Plenty of camping,
good proximity to the border. GPS -13.63510, 32.62615.

o Lusaka
§ Wanderers Backpackers – Great city campground for the route across
Zambia. GPS -15.41095, 28.30492
o Luangwa
§ Bridge Camp – This can be a stopping point if visiting Zambezi park.
GPS -15.00595, 30.21512

•

o Livingstone
§ Zinga Backpackers – Chill huts and secure parking in Livingstone.
Bathroom facilities kind of suck, but it has a bar and sets up tours. GPS
-17.83754, 25.86769
Borders
o This can be a process, regardless of the crossing you use. You can use the
carnet if approved for Zambia, and that helps rather than deal with the TIP. If
you have the COMESA Yellow card for insurance, that also help. Then you will
have to pay a carbon tax and a local council tax. If you can arrange to have
local currency ahead of the border crossing, plus the insurance, you really can
do it all without a fixer.
o For a visa, recommend to get the two-country Zambia-Zimbabwe tourist visa.
It think it is $50.

Zimbabwe

•

•

•

General
o Of this part of Africa, probably the highest level of police corruption. Be aware
of the triggers that can lead you into a hole and know that local police will
probably cause a problem if anything goes into that bucket. They are
underpaid and want money. Try to be firm and avoid the temptation to allow
that to happen.
Visit
o Victoria Falls – the Zimbabwe side of the falls is the most spectacular. It is an
easy walk from Livingstone and Zambia if you do not enter Zimbabwe with
motos.
o Hwange National Park – A huge wildlife and elephant population. I am not
sure if they still let motos in, but at the rough campsites everyone seems to
have a story about that one time they were camping and work up to find an
elephant ran through their camp at night but carefully tip-toed around the
tent, knowing people were inside.
Borders
o Make sure to get the dual Zambia-Zimbabwe tourist visa if planning a visit.
o A cheap carbon tax and road tax is also required, as long as you have the
COMESA Yellow Card insurance.

Mozambique
• General
o A fascinating country
with some of the best
food in Africa. I will be
eating peri-peri chicken
the rest of my life
because of this trip.
o Northern Mozambique
may require police
escorts to ride certain
portions of road.
o Transiting from South
Africa/Zimbabwe through
Mozambique and into
Malawi is a popular
route.
• Visit
o Maputo - Compared to
most of Africa, this is
mostly a city and beach
kind of place. Transiting
Swaziland to the capital
city Maputo is a good
starting point, before
working up the coast and
exploring a few beach
villages.
• Borders
o Border crossing can be
done without a carnet,
just a import permit, but
insurance will have to be
purchased at the border
post.

Botswana

•

•

General
o Safe country, nice people, but the roads can be a potholed mess.
o Lots and lots of police stationed with speed guns on the side of the road. I
think their trick was that the zap you right at the edges of towns where the
speeds drop from 80 to 60 km/hr.
o Beware of elephants crossing the road. And, better to camp in dedicated spots
like safari lodges. Other areas can be a fun adventure. Especially if you try to
ride into the Kalahari. But, be aware that this is cat country. There are lots of
lions. And they think humans are as tasty as antelope, just dumber and slower.
Visit
o Chobe National Park – One of the top parks in Africa especially when the right
season
o Okavango Delta- A highlight of a trip across Africa. Guides will take you on old
wood cut mukuro rafts into the delta where there will be hippos, giraffes,
zebras; also overnight trips and raft trips that include ‘walking safaris’ which is
ultra rare in Africa these days where you are always locked into a jeep.
o Nata – North of Nata you will find flocks of free roaming elephants. One of the
few places in Africa where they will cross the road right in front of the bike for
photos. Avoid approaching! They will trample a threat. Also, be aware of the
road south of Nata which is riddled with terrible potholes.

•

•

Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Kasane
§ Chobe Safari Lodge – Expensive lodge with great buffet, but low price
camping next door. Ideal for getting a jeep into park. However, they
will book up a few days in advance on camping. Unless you call to
reserve, you could get bumped. GPS -17.80583, 25.14677.
o Maun Old Bridge Backpackers –
§ Awesome camping by the river, and they have low price trips for you to
take into the delta. GPS -19.94472, 23.48884
o Francistown
§ Woodlands – a really nice camping and lodge spot, down a side dirt
road from Francistown. GPS -21.053754, 27.460399
Borders
o I still had my carnet from South Africa upon entry, and there was a fee that
seemed really large for a road tax/permit entry. But they said it covered
insurance. I entered at a small border post from the Caprivi Strip.

Namibia

•

•

General
o A wonderful place to explore. Two weeks of riding is easy to fill, and more if
you stay and get to areas on the border regions of Botswana and Angola.
o Roads are pretty good. The B roads will be nice tar. The C roads some tar but
usually gravel. But watch out as the further you get, gravel will turn to rough
corrugated gravel that can leave the hands throbbing in the evening.
Remember to bring water.
Visit
o Sossusvlei – Famous red sand dunes, great for photography
o Walvi Bay (Sandwich harbor, skeleton coast) – you can offload the gear and
ride bare on the sand, but generally they frown on motos going that direction
o Fish River Canyon – south of the Sossusvlei on the way towards South Africa.
Worth the diversion for adventurous gravel riding. Unless it comes with a
broken pannier frame
o Kaokoland – Northwest part of Namibia, home to the Himba people. Tough
riding, but fascinating people. May be a good route towards Angola.
o Etosha National Park – When you hit the right season some of the best animal
sightings in Africa. As a note, good season is dry season since that is when the
animals congregate around the water holes.
o Spitzkoppe – towering granite mountain in central Namibia. Good gravel ride
into spots to overnight in the area.

•

•

o Caprivi Strip – not much in way of a single destination, but you will always
remember the ride in this area. Everyone will wave to your motorbike. If you
are into village stays, easy to pull up to one and donate to the village in
exchange for a campsite for the night. And maybe a chicken. This and the area
south of Rundu along B8 will leave you appreciating how little some people
have.
Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Sesriem
§ Sesriem Park Camping – Camping right in the park. You can moto into
the park, but it does get too sandy at a certain point and jeeps are
necessary to see some of the more spectacular dunes. The park
operates some group jeeps. GPS -24.48368, 15.79557
§ Elegant Desert Lodge – Great camping if you get tired of the
corrugations around the park. They will give jeep trips into the
Sossusvlei and have an excellent buffet GPS -24.61799, 15.99051
o Keetmanshop
§ Quiver Tree Forest – Nice campground outside of the city. Fenced in
area nearby for good (safe) cheetah shots by the road GPS -26.48192,
18.24157
o Etosha
§ Etosha Safari Lodge – Very nice campground next to lodge; will set up
morning jeep tours into the park (since motos are not allowed). Good
(but expensive for Namibia) buffet GPS -19.41062, 15.92402
o Popa
§ Popa Falls Rest Camp – Great basic national park camp, with good
restaurant onsite GPS -18.12190, 21.58309
§ Ngepi Camp – Riverside backpackers camp, 5 km road can be sandy
and wicked when torn up. GPS -18.11697, 21.67022
Borders
o Low-key borders. Pay a road tax, show the vehicle registration. I think they
give you 15 days tourist visa by default but you may have to request a longer
stamp (rather than having to visit Windhoek to extend).

South Africa

•

•

General
o Strongly advised not to wild camp in South Africa EXCEPT where locals
recommend. SA is generally not as safe as other parts of Africa due to crime.
Group camping is probably fine in the wild. Solo can be a target, especially if
someone sees an expensive moto.
o Try to stay off the main routes. Not fun, not friendly to motos. Unless you
need to transit across the country. Then, few alternative route choices. I rode
a loop from the Cape along the Garden Route to the far eastern Zululand.
Then through the middle via JoBurg and Kimberley. Coastal route was nice.
Some tolls in the east. Not much in the middle of the country except dry fields.
Visit
o Swartbergpass - Close to Oudtshoorn, awesome gravel road. One of the few
good mountain passes without tar in South Africa. I think they had some flood
damage in 2017, but it should be mostly open.
o Route 62 – The “Garden Route” – which they say is the most beautiful road in
South Africa. I might debate the merits of the road, but it is better than
Highway 2. I think the most interesting side route in that area was not the 62,
but off the 62, south of Barrydale, through a short canyon.
o Kruger National Park – Great location to visit if transiting from Mozambique.
For NorthEast of the country.
o Addo Elephant Park – Good park to enter and camp with moto, then take an
evening game jeep tour.
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o Cape Point – Southwestern edge of South Africa. Sort of like Sagres in
Portugal. A cool ride from Cape Town if you go early, but by midday the
coastal towns become filled with tourist cars.
o Cape Agulhas – The southernmost point on the continent. A very pleasant ride
through the countryside from Cape Town if you skip the main highway. Try to
camp and arrive early to ride the moto around the pedestrian pathway and
sand to the monument
o Big Hole – Huge diamond mine hole in Kimberley, if passing through the center
of the country.
Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Springbok
§ Springbok Caravan Park – Safe but very basic campground south of the
border from Namibia GPS -29.67314, 17.89970
o Vanryhndorp
§ Vanryhndorp Caravan Park – Nice little campground on the road to
Cape Town with a bar and restaurant. GPS -31.61576, 18.73492
o Cape Town
§ Cape Town Backpackers – I did NOT stay here, but apparently there is a
local place to park your bike. It’s central and it’s cheap. GPS 33.928006, 18.409443
§ Observatory Backpackers – I did stay here. Cheap, not quite central,
and no private parking. Park on the street and chain to the light pole
thing. But, safer hipster neighborhood than central Cape Town. GPS 32.934688, 18.467451
o Addo
§ Addo Elephant National Park – Great small campsite inside the national
park. Go online and reserve in advance. Note, not all parks will allow
motorcycles to enter parks for camping, but this one will. GPS 33.44443, 25.74450
Borders
o This can be tricky with the carnet. If you arrived by cargo, like I did, a carnet
was required to enter the country. Usually, if you cross by land, no one asks
for a carnet. So, skip it if possible, even if the TIP is more paperwork. The
reason is that South African customs tends to shirk any responsibility to stamp
out the carnet upon exit. They will tell you that Namibia will do it for you. Or
Botswana. Since all of those countries are part of the South African Customs
Union. But, that can add in the issue that Botswana does not want to deal with
a carnet that South Africa stamped. Just go with TIP and the vehicle
registration if possible. And the Road Tax is supposed to be all that is needed
for insurance.
o Visa is usually provided upon arrival for almost all nationalities at land border.
As usual, check your own requirements ahead of time.

Swaziland

•

•

General
o Two or three days is probably enough to get a feel of Swaziland.
o One route would be to ride in from Mozambique. Another from the Zululand
side of South Africa. The main route into Swaziland arrives via Highway 3 from
the JoBurg direction.
Visit
o Swazi Candle – for the gift that keeps giving. It is a neat little factory, but
unfortunately no photos. And I doubt a candle will last long on a bike, unless
buying as a gift for homestay host in South Africa.
o Hlane Royal National Park – A good park if staying in the country long, but
better to explore Kruger back in South Africa.
o Riding up towards Piggs Peak is nice, but do not expect much more than
countryside riding in hills.
o There are also some cultural villages and markets of interest. To have a really
hands-on experience, stop by the Legend Backpackers lodge and they have a
guide desk to arrange a very neat local trip (for a price, of course).

•

•

Sleep / Eat / Drink
o Lobamba
§ Legend Backpackers Lodge – great lowprice lodge and campsite for
backpackers GPS -26.43987, 31.18416
o Maguga
§ Maguga Lodge – A fine tourist lodge, not steeply priced, by the dam.
GPS -26.081857, 31.251263
Borders
o Best not to worry about the carnet. At all. Just flash the registration.
o But, if you plan to transit Swaziland to Mozambique and had stamped the
carnet in South Africa, you had best get that closed out at the border post.
o There is a small road tax to pay in Swaziland.

Lesotho

•

•

•

General
o Lesotho could be accomplished in-and-out in a day. Very neat to arrange a
home stay if you do arrive to spend the night with a local village family.
o Great mountain riding. The best and most adventurous will be Sani-Pass.
Mostly gravel, parts can be harder to navigate on a fully loaded ADV bike.
Visit
o Sani Pass – Famous gravel road, one of the best in Africa. Have good tires and
ride in dry weather. Somewhat better to leave from Lesotho for the decent
into South Africa than visa-vera.
Borders
o Pay road tax, no carnet needed. Everything is in Rand.

•
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Vaccinations: Hopefully all are up-to-date. But here is the common list.
o Essential:
§ Yellow Fever (Tanzania and Kenya may ask for the YF card, but rarely) – a
vaccination provides lifelong immunity in most people without a booster
§ Tetanus or Tdap: tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis. A booster is
necessary every 8-10 years
§ Hepatitis A: Especially if eating uncooked food
o Recommended:
§ Hepatitis B: Transmission is generally limited to blood or fluids
§ Typhoid: Good in case any contact with animals or animal waste
§ Meningitis: A good idea, but not truly needed unless in urban areas
Diarrhea: Number one on the African concern list is always Malaria, but it should be
diarrhea.
o Any new environment takes a month or two for acclimation. Be aware. Drink
bottled water religiously at first. You will slowly get used to the bacteria with the
plates, cutlery, and water used for brushing teeth. By month number three most
of common bacteria will be in your gut and you may even be able to drink local
water.
o Routine prevention is best however. Drink water from a bottle and not a glass if
offered. Avoid street food that obviously was not cooked recently since it may
contain something a lot worse than e.coli. Carry hand sanitizer and use it, but
washing hands before and after every meal will be even better. If you buy
roadside fruits and vegetables, wash them – from the street they will be covered
with bacteria. Best to buy whole fruits instead of pre-cut fruits from a stand. And
eat where there is at least an appearance of good standards.
o Those things will go a long way to keeping you on the road and not in a bed. If
the worse hits, have a stash of Loperamide for routine concerns, and take a full
course of Ciprofloxacin immediately if more virulent diarrhea is noted, along
with plenty of hydration.
o The biggest danger is dehydration and poor decisionmaking that can result from
dehydration while riding hot African roads.
Malaria: A concern, but in all honesty you are best to prevent all insect bites with longsleeved clothing and bug spray
o Any traveler that really wants to maximize their health in Africa will immediately
begin a course of an anti-malarial drug. Malarone (Atovaquone/proguanil) is
commonly the most effective with the fewest side effects. Taking one tablet per
day with breakfast will also limit its effect on nighttime side effects. However, it
is the most costly (usually $1-2 USD per pill) and can only be effectively taken for
6 months.
o Some travelers will skip the prevention, and just buy a malaria test kit. They are
only moderately reliable, plus the uncertainty of health system in Africa do not
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entice someone to want the fallback of an IV drip in a third world hospital for
treatment.
Other bug-born illnesses:
o There is a long list of other potential diseases transmitted by mosquitos, tsetse
flies, or other biting insects. Avoid the bites, especially when bugs are most
active around dusk by wearing long clothing and using bug spray on exposed
skin.
o In general, most areas traveled in Africa will have few insects. Cities especially
will be sprayed. Camping areas near standing water will be where most bugs are
found.
Waterborne and other diseases:
o A number of waterborne illnesses like cholera exist in Africa. The plague is also
appearing in places like Madagascar. The typical overlander does not have to
worry about anything like the plague, Ebola, etc.
Sun: This should rank up near the top in a place like Africa but most people have figured
out how to protect from the negative effects of the sun.
o Sunblock: coat with a SPF 15-20 on the face and exposed skin each morning. Or
as needed if out on safari and sweating
o Long-sleeved clothing: despite the heat, the best way to protect. Wear light
reflective colors capable of blocking radiation
o Hydration: recognize that especially near the equator, the suns effects can be
stronger than you are used to. Stay hydrated with the equivalent of 8 glasses of
water per day; more if you are riding in dehydrating wind.
Animals
o Watch the roads, especially at night. Or day. Livestock are everywhere.
o Tip: Don’t keep the boots outside the tent at night. Spiders, Scorpions. Watch
under the tent ground cloth for more scorpions.
o If you wild camp, keep an eye up in the trees for leopards. Seriously.
First Aid:
o Keep a well-stocked kit to treat infections from scrapes and bruises, bee stings,
or the occasional elephant trampling
§ Alcohol wipes
§ Iodine or antibacterial cream/ointment (bacitracin
§ Bandages, gauze pads and rolled gauze
§ Elastic wrap and Medical adhesive tape
§ Blunt tip scissors
§ Surgical gloves
§ Ibuprofen and acetaminophen (do not use NSAIDs like ibuprofen or
aspirin for contusion-like crash trauma since they block clotting and can
enhance bleeding)
§ Aspirin (heart attack response)
§ Antihistamines
§ Insect sting relief
§ Safety pins
§ Fine point tweezers

•
•
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Coast to Coast: the definitive backpackers hostel guide for southern Africa (also a free
booklet at most hostels: http://www.coasttocoast.co.za
Overlanding Africa Facebook Page (WhatsApp Group is good too):
https://www.facebook.com/groups/OverlandingAfrica/
Horizons Unlimited Africa Forum: http://www.horizonsunlimited.com/hubb/subsaharan-africa/
Horizons Unlimited post detailing West Africa without carnet (copied in Appendix)
http://www.horizonsunlimited.com/hubb/sub-saharan-africa/comprehensive-guidewest-africa-without-89519
Tracks 4 Africa: Great site (and maps if you can get the CD) of East and Southern Africa.
Somewhat limited for West Africa https://tracks4africa.co.za/
iOverlander – website, but the iPhone App is a key one to find recommendations on
campsites: http://ioverlander.com/
Solidly detailed blog posts from Swedish rider Rejala Resor (copied in Appendix)
o Northwest: http://www.voodoochile.se/CCC/VC4/VC4-motoMore/VC4beyondBorders/VC4-beyondBordersNW.asp
o Southwest: http://www.voodoochile.se/CCC/VC4/VC4-motoMore/VC4beyondBorders/VC4-beyondBordersSW.asp
o Southeast: http://www.voodoochile.se/CCC/VC4/VC4-motoMore/VC4beyondBorders/VC4-beyondBordersSE.asp
o Northeast: http://www.voodoochile.se/CCC/VC4/VC4-motoMore/VC4beyondBorders/VC4-beyondBordersNE.asp

Appendix: Here are the amazingly detailed country posts from Rejala Resor. I copied
from his website, since when you need the info, that is when the African internet will
surely fail to download.

1. MOROCCO - Sep 2014
Visa: No visa needed. 90 days on arrival.
Border crossing: Ceuta (Spain) - Fnideq (Bab Sebta, Morocco)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, driving license, vehicle registration document.
Travelling from Ceuta to Morocco the border crossing was straight forward. At the Spanish border
post I was just waved through.
At the Moroccan border post I passed two booths, immigration and customs.
At the first booth (immigration) I got my entry stamp (valid for 90 days) in the passport plus a
second stamp consisting of an alpha-numeric code. This works as a personal identification number
for foreigners. I also turned over a white immigration card received when I bought the ferry ticket in
Algeciras.
At the second booth (customs) I received a green TIP (Declaration D'admission Temporaire de
Moyens de Transport) valid for 6 months on which I filled in; my name, the alphanumeric number
recieved at the immigration booth, plus registration number, make, frame number and manufacture
year of the bike. This form was in French only but there were plenty of "fixers" floating around the
border and one of them helped me fill out the form for a small tip (1 euro that I no longer had any
need for). I had to show the registration documents but no questions were asked about either
drivers license, insurance, green card or carnet.
TIP: 6 months, 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Checkpoints: There are numerous police check points in Morocco. All officials act politely and
correctly. Tourists are normally waived through except in Western Sahara where everybody must
stop at all check points. Here it helps to have a self made "fiche" which is a simple paper with your
travel information. A sample can be downloaded here.

2. MAURITANIA - Nov 2014
Visa:
Place of application: Rabat, Morocco. No queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N33° 58.845' W6° 49.826'
Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 340 MAD / 30 €
Handling time: Same day

Valid from: Date set at the time of application
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos, copy of passport
Border crossing: Guerguarat (Morocco) - Nouadhibou (Mauritania)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, driving license, vehicle registration document.
I had not heard any words of warning about this border crossing before arriving there but the scene
was quite bad at the Mauritanian customs post. The Moroccan side of the border was handled
correctly without any cost. The Mauritanian immigration was likewise correct and swiftly handled
without cost but the Mauritanian customs post was a "scammers" nest. Un-uniformed people in
abundance wanted to charge up to 100 € solely for preparing the temporary import permit, a three
page document that should cost 8 €. There was no help to get from the uniformed official that
stamped these documents as all the staff was in on the scam.
Many tourists seemed to believe in stories about compulsory escorts and recent rule changes but I
could not get any official receipt other than the 3000 UM (Ouguiya) that was printed in small text
towards the bottom of the TIP.
A complete description of my experience can be found here.
An image of the TIP with the cost encircled can be found here.
TIP: Official cost was 3000 UM (8 €). But very persistent "scammers" working with border officials
wanted to charge 100 € for preparing the documents. Complete extortion.
My TIP was valid for 15 days but I was told that it could be extended at the Douane in Nouakchott
(which I didn't need to do as I stayed less than 15 days in the country).
TIP: 15 days, 3 000 UM (8 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 3000 UM (8 €)
Time to cross the border: 4 hours (until closure)
Insurance: Just outside the last barrier after passing through the border area, there was an
insurance counter which sold 10, 20, 30 days motorcycle insurance at presumably "correct" price.
The cost for 30 days insurance was 12 000 UM (30 €). It was valid in Mauritania only.
Checkpoints: There are very many police checkpoints in Mauritania and I was stopped at each
one. All officials behaved politely and correctly. I had made a fiche including travel information,
passport and visa copy. I made 40 copies and left the last copy at the last checkpoint before the
border. I crossed the country along the coast plus a return trip to the Adrar. For only crossing the
country along the coast, 30 copies will suffice. A fiche makes the stops quick and bearable.
A sample of a fiche can be downloaded here. It probably has more information than needed but it
definitely works.

3. SENEGAL (1) - Nov 2014
Visa:
UPDATE (April 2015): It has been reported on the HUBB that Senegal is scrapping its visa
requirements for all visitors according to an announcement made by the president. This is
taking affect as of May 2015. My visa information below will in that case be outdated.
Place of application: Nouakchott, Mauritania. No queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N18° 06.317' W15° 59.598'

Duration: 3 months
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 50 € + 2,50 € service fee
Handling time: On the spot
Valid from: Date set at the time of application
Accompanying documentation: 1 photo, copy of passport, online pre-enrollment document
Since July 2013 visa applications for Senegal must be made online at www.visasenegal.sn. It is a
simple application procedure where general travel information is given. You are asked to upload
files of passport, air ticket reservation and hotel reservation. I only uploaded the passport pages
and ignored the others which was sufficient. Payment is made by bank card at the end of the
application. You will receive two files at an email address given in the application, a Registration
Receipt and an Approved Pre-enrollment document. I printed both and brought them to the
embassy.
At the embassy your photo and fingerprints will be taken but you still need to bring a photo and
photocopy of your passport. The visa is expedited while you wait. You may be asked to pay a "fee".
I refused and didn't pay anything as I had already paid online.
The Senegalese embassy has moved since the 2013 Lonely Planet. It is now located close to the
Egypt embassy a few blocks from the Auberge du Sahara in Nouakchott.
Border crossing: Diama (St. Louis, Senegal) - (from Mauritania)
I avoided the dreaded Rosso crossing by taking the piste to Diama. All kinds of rumors, lies and
tricks are used at the Rosso border crossing. You can never trust any information that does not
come directly from a traveler that has recently been through it and even then it should be filtered
through your own experience as many travelers do believe what they are told or just pay and go. I
would not even trust the staff at the Auberge du Sahara in Nouakchott. A Swiss couple with a car
used a "guide" that they contracted at the Sahara (Not from the staff but they would know.
Otherwise no complaints against Auberge du Sahara or its staff.) for getting them through the
border. It was just another scammer and they ended up paying 100 € ++.
40 km before Rosso a car with two youngsters waived and flashed their lights, passing me and
slowing down, wanting me to stop. I passed them and continued at an unaltered speed. The
procedure was repeated once before they turned around.
(It should be said that crossing the Rosso border on foot without a vehicle can be very easy.)
The piste to Diama is said to be impassable during the wet season which I understood when driving
it. It was also said that the Diama border had been closed shortly before I passed but you never
know what is really true. At this time, the piste was in very good condition and it was no problem
navigating it with a big bike (even small cars drove it). However, the piste was much longer than I
had expected (95 km). I started from Nouakchott 06:00, passed Rosso at 09:00 and didn't get to
the border until 11:30 after driving as fast as my skill allowed me. When I crossed, the Diama
border was only open between 9-12 in the morning (confirmed by the embassy).
The entrance to the piste in Rosso, just when the river comes into view, was not obvious as it went
between rows of simple buildings but after that you just follow on or at the side of a raised bank.
There was one junction after about 52 km, keep left and keep following the bank.
On the Open Street Map there is shown a shortcut that would exit here. At the other end, 50 km
before Rosso it started as a paved road but I didn't try it. I have no idea if it is driveable as there are
a lot of swamps in this area. It looks like a nice shortcut though.
During the second half of the piste there were three police checkpoints with uniformed police each
wanting a fiche and nothing else. (Un-uniformed people wanted me to stop at one point but I
ignored them.) At the last checkpoint (85 km after Rosso) there was also a uniformed man with a
national park badge. He charged me a "Taxe de Visite" of 2000 UM (5:50 €) for which I received an
official receipt. I contested it as I had read that the piste is not included in the NP but he stood his
ground and I was late for the border. This may or may not have been a legitimate fee.
Documents needed at the border: Passport, driving license, vehicle registration document.
The Mauritanian border post consisted of four points of interaction.
1.) Registration. In the first building your passport information was noted down in a ledger. The
officer wanted 10 € for the trouble but dropped it within a minute after I requested a receipt.
2.) In the second building, Douane (customs), the TIP-stamp in my passport got an exit stamp. For

this they wanted 10 €. I requested a receipt as usual but first they didn't want to give me one. After
a while they wrote me a receipt from a receipt book for 4000 UM (10 €) which I paid even if I
suspected it to be fake. Then a strange thing happened. I was given back the 4000 UM and they
took back the receipt and I could leave. Perhaps they only wanted Euros which seems odd. I don't
know. There should definitely not be a charge here.
3.) Outside on the street there was an un-uniformed man with a receipt-book. He charged a "Taxe
sur les Voitures" (vehicle tax) of 500 UM (1 €). According to my research this is a valid charge so I
paid without fuzz. The sum was pre-printed on the receipt.
4.) In the third building marked "Police" was the immigration that put an exit stamp in my passport.
Guess what? Also here they wanted 10 € which they again dropped a few minutes after I requested
a receipt. I usually just stand quiet and wait until they give me back my documents.
The Senegalese border post consisted of three stops. It started immediately after crossing the
Diama dam.
1.) At the first barrier an un-uniformed man in a small building charged an un-named tax, probably
a vehicle tax again, of 4000 CFA (6:50 €). According to my research the tax is valid but I'm unsure
about the actual amount. The amount was not pre-printed on the receipt. The man wrote it by hand.
The receipt was stamped and signed by the man.
2.) The second building marked "Police" housed the immigration which stamped my passport and
wanted 10 €. I requested receipt, waited a few minutes and then got my documents back without
paying.
3.) The third building was Douane (customs). This was the only place I was not asked to pay the
10 € but then it was staffed by a young officer who was new at his post and not yet corrupted. He
filled out the TIP document which cost 5000 CFA (8 €) and was valid for only 5 days. He explained
that I had to extend it at the "Direcction Regional de Douane" in Saint Louis (can also be done in
Dakar or other cities with a douane office). Motorcycles 8 years and newer get 10 days, he said. I
heard later that sometimes only 2 days are given (for a car). Apparently, it is important that the TIP
is extended.
There was only one "fixer" in the whole border area. He was quite harmless and followed me
through all the way. He changed Ouguyia to CFA at an extremely low rate but that was a choice I
made.
Overall, this was not an aggressive border to cross and I didn't have to work too hard to avoid
paying uncalled for charges. Based on the Rosso horror stories I've heard from other travelers and
read on the Internet, Diama seems like a much better option.
TIP: 5 days, 5 000 CFA (8 €)
Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: 3 months, valid in all "CFA countries", 18 000 UM (30 €)
Total cost at the border: 500 UM (1 €) / 9000 CFA (14:50 €)
Time to cross the border: 2 hours
TIP Extention: I tried for two days to extend the TIP in St Louis but the "boss" was on a work trip to
Rosso. I sensed that I would have to fork out some money here as it was a middle man named
Zergan involved in the discussions. I managed to piss him off and my TIP was running out so I
continued to Dakar where I got 15 days extention at no cost and no fuzz.
In Saint Louis the Direction Generale des Douanes is at a backyard of a building at the very
northern tip of the Saint Louis island (N 16'02.274 W16'30.149).
In Dakar the place where they extend the TIP is not at the central Douanes bulding on Ave Allés
Delmas but very close on the fourth floor of a big white building on the east side of the Pl de
l'Indépendance (in the very center of Dakar) on the right hand side of AXA Senegal (N 14'40.128 W
17'25.894)
Insurance: Immediately outside the border post was a cafe building where a woman
sold insurance named CGA (Compagnie Generale D'assurances). I had no idea if the insurance
was real or not but there were no options. The people at the Zebrabar told me later that the
insurance should be valid. The insurance document was accepted by police and border officials
throughout West Africa. I only wished I had bought a 6 month insurance for just a few thousand
CFA more.

The insurance cost 15 000 / 17 000 / 18 000 CFA (25 / 28 / 30 €) for 1 / 2 / 3 months. Insurance for
up to a year could be purchased. This insurance was said to be valid for all CFA countries including
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, CAR, Chad, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Mali,
Senegal, Niger, Togo as well as traversing of The Gambia. All countries were named on the
insurance document.
Checkpoints: There are police checkpoints in Senegal but they mostly seem to be interested in big
trucks. I was never stopped.

4. THE GAMBIA - Nov 2014
Visa: No visa needed for Swedish passport holders. I asked for 14 days, which I did get, but could
have asked for more (up to 90 days, I believe) if needed.
Border crossing: (Kaolack, Senegal) - Farafenni (The Gambia)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, driving license, vehicle registration document,
insurance (if you've already got one, otherwise they will make you get one, normally at an
insurance sales place outside the border area).
The Gambian currency dalasi is not needed at the border crossing. CFA is widely used. This is true
for most of the "upriver" part of the country, even at small shops. There are ATM's only at the coast.
The Senegalese border post consisted of two points of interaction. Exit stamp in passport
at immigration was a formality. Exit stamp on TIP at customs was a formality. No fuzz.
The Gambian border post consisted of two points of interaction.
1.) At the customs I got a TIP valid for seven days at a cost of 5000 CFA (8 €). It is extendable at
the customs in Banjul. The amount was not stated on the document but 5 000 CFA seems to be
some sort of standard cost.
2.) At the immigration there is usually no problem but as they thought I behaved disrespectfully to
an ununiformed "dude" that had some form of official position, they screened my entire luggage
and persona for two hours.
Note: Complete screenings by the customs in Gambia is not unheard of.
TIP: 7 days, 5000 CFA (8 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: The insurance I bought at the Mauritania-Senegal border, valid for several countries,
was checked and accepted, even though it states specifically: "For transit through The Gambia".
Total cost at the border: 5000 CFA (8 EUR)
Time to cross the border: 2½ hours
Checkpoints: It is surprising how many police checkpoints they have managed to squeeze into the
small space of Gambia. The police were always very friendly and in most cases they were more
interested in my motorcycle than anything else. Some asked: "What are you bringing for us?" I
answered: "A big smile and friendship" which amused them. At one checkpoint the police officer
asked why I didn't bring him any breakfast. They were never persistant and let me continue after a
few friendly phrases.
Note: The last Saturday in each month is national cleaning day in Gambia. Between 09:00 and
13:00 no vehicles without a special permit are allowed on the roads. As I didn't know this I drove

150 km during this time and was stopped for half an hour at one police checkpoint. All other
checkpoints (about 15 of them) let me pass, some with a cleaning day lecture.

5. SENEGAL (2) - Dec 2014
Visa: For the second visit to Senegal I used the 3 month visa with multiple entries that I applied for
in Nouakchott, Mauritania (see #3 above).
Border crossing: Jiboro (Banjul, The Gambia) - Seleti (Senegal)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, insurance.
The Gambian border post was a small and easygoing place with immigration and customs next
to each other in the same building. Passport was stamped without delay. TIP was left with customs.
Very quick and simple.
The Senegalese border post was three kilometers away at the small village of Seleti. Douane
(customs) was at the very beginning of the village on the left hand side but it was not very obvious
so I manage to miss it and had to turn back after visiting the immigration, marked as "Police"
which was situated on the right hand side at the other end of the village.
At customs I could only get a two day TIP. There were no way they would give me any more days.
It was straightforward and cost 2500 CFA (4 €). It was equally straightforward at the immigration
where my passport was stamped with no fuzz.
There were money changers at both ends of the border, changing CFA, Dalasi, Euro.
TIP: 2 days, 2500 CFA (4 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: The insurance I bought at the Mauritania-Senegal border, valid for several countries,
was checked and accepted.
Total cost at the border: 2500 CFA (4 €)
Time to cross the border: 1 hour
TIP Extension: The Douane in Ziguinchor is located a couple of blocks from the ferry dock (N12°
35.155' W16° 16.245'). I extended the TIP in five minutes at a cost of 2500 CFA (4 €). It seems like
the TIP (Passavant) for Senegal can be extended for 2x15 days at any Douane office as there are
two dedicated rows for this on the document. The number of days given at the border varies but
one is typically given 2-5 days

6. GUINEA-BISSAU - Dec 2014
Visa:
Place of application: Ziguinchor, Senegal. No queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N12° 34.830' W16° 16.056'
Duration: 3 months
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 32 500 CFA (53 €)
Handling time: On the spot. It took virtually five minutes to issue
Valid from: Application date

Accompanying documentation: copy of passport
Passport copy needed. This was on a Saturday when the consulate was closed but they opened
especially for me. I talked to someone that paid 20 000 CFA (30 €) for a one month visa but I never
got this option, neither did I ask.
Border crossing: Mpak (Ziguinchor, Senegal) - Saõ Domingos (Guinea-Bissau)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, insurance, driving
license.
The Seneralese border post was a quick procedure. Immigration was in a grey building on the
left hand side of the road. Just walked through the building and got the passport
stamped. Customs was a short distance further ahead also on the left hand side. Left the
passavant with the attendant. No questions asked.
The Guinea-Bissau border post was equally easy. There were three points of interaction. First
was a simple registration where my passport information was noted in a ledger. Second stop
was immigration on the left hand side where my passport got a stamp. Customs was at the
opposite side of the road and strangely, here they just looked at my documents (insurance,
registration, driving license) but didn't issue a TIP. I thought I would get away without one but that
was not to be.
6 km further down the road I was stopped in the town of Saõ Domingos where the road to Bissau
makes a 90 degree turn. Here was a customs office where a TIP (Licença de Importação
Temporária) was issued at a cost of 2500 CFA (4 €). I was first told I would get 15 days but then
they changed their mind and gave me 11 days (to the end of the year, although they wrote 30th of
December, not 31st). I was told it could be extended at any customs office in the country and there
were 3 dedicated rows for this on the document so I assume it can be extended 3x15 days.
TIP: 11 days, 2500 CFA (4 €)
Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: The insurance I bought at the Mauritania-Senegal border, valid for several countries,
was checked and accepted, allthough I later discovered that it wasn't actually valid in GuineaBissau.
Total cost at the border: 2 500 CFA (4 €)
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
TIP extension: I extended the TIP in Bissau at "Direcção da Alfándega de Bissau" between the
port and the fortress (N11° 51.645' W15° 34.623'). The procedure was simple and the cost was
5000 CFA (8 €) for 15 additional days.
Checkpoints: There are very few police checkpoints in Guinea-Bissau and the officials do their job
correctly.

7. SENEGAL (3) - Jan 2015
Visa: For the third visit to Senegal I used the 3 month visa with multiple entries that I applied for in
Nouakchott, Mauritania (see #3 above).
Border crossing: Pirada (Gabú, Guinea-Bissau) - Nianao (Wassadou, Senegal)

Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, insurance, driving
license.
The Guinea-Bissau border post was quick and free of trouble. It started with a police
checkpoint at the entrance of Pirada where passport, driving license and insurance were checked.
At the other end of town were customs and immigration after each other. TIP was left with
customs. Passport was stamped without delay.
The Senegalese border post was five kilometers away across the border at the small village of
Nianao. There were two steel chains across the road marking immigration and Douane
(customs). Getting the passport stamped at immigrations took one minute.
Getting a new passavant (TIP) at the second steel chain at customs should have been a formality if
it wasn't for a young official, first day at work (?), that refused to issue a passavant. I didn't
understand his reasons as I don't speak French but he talked about my motorcycle being ten years
old. He also said something about escort which I didn't want to hear. It didn't help that I tried to
explain to him that his colleagues at other border posts had issued a passavant for the same
motorcycle at two different occasions less than two months ago.
The only thing I could do was to continue without passavant and hope that it could be arranged in
Tambacounda. When I reached the main road at the town of Kabandou 25 km further on, the police
were waiting for me, apparently forewarned about my arrival. They said they had got a phone call
from a high customs official and ordered me to return to the Nianao border to get the passavant.
They said I would get it for free due to the trouble this whole thing was causing me.
Back at the border, the young official was now very helpful and notably subdued. He had probably
got told off by his boss. He issued a 10 day passavant and insisted that I should not pay.
As far as I could tell from the police in Kabandou, a passavant could not be issued at
Tambacounda. It has to be done at the border. Extensions on the other hand can be done at any
immigration office across the country.
TIP: 10 days, free (normally 4-8 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: The insurance I bought at the Mauritania-Senegal border, valid for several countries,
was checked and accepted.
Total cost at the border: 0 €.
Time to cross the border: 2½ hours

8. MALI - Jan 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Nouakchott, Mauritania. No queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N18° 06.480' W15° 58.718'
Duration: 2 months
Entries: 2 entries
Cost: 10 000 MRO (25 €)
Handling time: Same day
Valid from: Date set at the time of appliction
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos, copy of passport
1, 2 or 3 months visas were issued at the Mali embassy in Nouakchott, Mauritania. Cost: 6500
MRO / 10 000 MRO / 16 000 MRO (16 € / 25 € / 40 €). I opted for a two month visa which came
with two entries.

Border crossing: Moussala (Saraya, Senegal) - Mahinamine (Kéniéba, Mali)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, driving license.
The two border posts were on either side of the bridge crossing the Faleme River wich constitutes
the border. On the Senegalese side immigration stamped my passport and I left the passavant at
the customs booth.
On the Mali side my body temperature was checked with a "fever gun" by a medical assistant
(probably a precaution due to the current Ebola crisis in the region). Immigration stamped my
passport and I paid 5000 CFA (8 €) for a 1 month TIP (passavant) at customs. The TIP was then
stamped again at immigration. The whole border procedure was quick and without hassle.
5000 CFA for the TIP seems to be the general norm in CFA countries. What differs widely is the
amount of days given.
TIP: 1 month, 5000 CFA (8 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International driving license: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 5 000 CFA (8 €)
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Checkpoints: I was not stopped at any checkpoints in Mali.
Road toll: There are road tolls on larger roads in Mali but motorcycles do not pay and usually drive
around the toll booths instead of going through the barriers.

9. BURKINA FASO - Feb 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Bamako, Mali. No queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N12° 37.849' W8° 00.863'
Duration: 3 months
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 31 000 CFA (50 €)
Handling time: Same day
Valid from: Date set at the time of appliction
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos
90 day visas were readily issued at the Burkina Faso embassy in Bamako, Mali.
A 90 day single entry visa cost 24 000 CFA (40 €). A 90 day multiple entry visa cost 31 000 CFA
(50 €). 6 and 12 months visas were available for marginally more (perhaps with further
documentation).
2 passport photos and nothing more were needed. I picked up my visa 2 hours after application.
Border crossing: Heremakono (Sikasso, Mali) - Koloko (Burkina Faso)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, driving license.
Simple border crossing. On the Mali side I got stamped out at the immigration and left the TIP
at customs (douane).
On the Burkina Faso side I got stamped in at immigration and bought a new TIP at customs for

5 000 CFA (8 €) valid for one month. Shortly after the customs building there was a police
checkpoint where they wanted to see the TIP.
TIP: 1 month, 5000 CFA (8 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 5000 CFA (8 €)
Time to cross the border: 1 hour
Checkpoints: I was stopped at a few police checkpoint in Burkina Faso but mostly they waved me
through or just wasn't around. The police acted correctly and wanted to see the motorcycle
documents.
It is very common at checkpoints that the officers are sitting somewhere in the shade a bit to the
side of the road. I always slow down and act as I was looking for them but even if I see them I do
not make eye contact. I pretend I do not see them. Come on, if they want to bother me with
checking my documents they at least have to make an effort and stand by the side of the road, not
sitting in the shade waving at me to stop the bike, saddle off and walk over to them.
Road toll: Many toll boths in Burkina Faso are abandoned but once I paid 100 CFA (0,15 €) just
north of Banfora. This was the only time I had to pay at a toll both in West Africa so it may have
been a fraud. But hey, 100 CFA... I'd throw 100 CFA in a basket any time if it would save me from
stopping.

10. GHANA (1) - Feb 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. No queues, little fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N12° 22.734' W1° 30.626'
Duration: 3 months
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 35 000 CFA (58 €)
Handling time: 3 working days
Valid from: Date set at the time of application
Accompanying documentation: 4 (!) photos, (possibly a hotel reservation)
The Ghana embassy in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, issued a visa without special requirements.
Officially, rules about only issuing tourist visas to residents of Burkina Faso applies (see note about
Bamako embassy below). However, at this embassy they issue tourist visas on a regular basis
(and, to my understanding, have done so for several years, so it should be reliable) after asking
why you did not apply for a visa in your home country. They will also require a written explanation
thereof.
I showed up at the embassy with my passport, 4 photos and an online hotel reservation in printed
format as a fellow traveler had to return with the reservation before they would accept his
application. I was asked to complete a standard application form plus writing an explanation why I
had to apply for a visa here in Ouagadougou. I was given a blank paper for this purpose. I wrote
that I was on an extended trip lasting for several years covering many countries and I did not know
that I was going to visit Ghana when I set out on this trip. This is the important reason. I also
listed a few standard places to visit in Ghana. On the application form I was asked to fill in two
references in Ghana. Two random hotel addresses from the guidebook was ok. There was also a
line about sufficient bank funds. I left this blank.
A single entry, two month visa cost 25 000 CFA (40 €). I applied for a multiple entry, three month
visa for 35 000 CFA (58 €). I was asked why I needed a multiple entry visa and answered that I
wanted to make a tour into Ivory Coast and then turn back to Ghana.
I was not asked for any hotel reservation so I had made this in vain but rather that than have to

return a second time. I cancelled it as soon as I got back to the hotel. The handling time was three
working days.
Note: The Ghana embassy in Bamako, Mali (N12° 38.026' W8° 02.007') did not issue tourist visas
for non-residents of Mali. They required applicants to have lived in Mali for at least 6 months to be
issued a tourist visa. All arguments were fruitless.
Border crossing: Léo (Burkina Faso) - Tumu (Ghana)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, driving license, yellow
fever vaccination card, carnet. If a carnet is not available a Temporary Importation Bond must be
secured with an insurance company in Ghana (see below).
This was a spread out border crossing. On the Burkina Faso side of the border, the customs was
located just outside Léo in a building off the left side of the road. There was a simple barrier across
the road, otherwise I would not have noticed it. I left my TIP there. (A few kilometers later there was
a new, customs facility but it was not in use.) Ten kilometers down the road from the customs office
was immigrations. This was no more than a straw hut next to the road and a building a short
distance away. I got my passport stamped.
After a while, I passed the invisible border, where tarmac changed to dirt, and came to a two-man /
two-chairs police post where two armed police in blue camouflage uniformes checked my papers.
29 km from Léo was the Ghana border post just before the town of
Tumu. Immigration and customs were in the same building.
At first, when I arrived, I was scanned with a "fever gun" to ensure that I did not have Ebola
symptoms. They also wanted to see my yellow fever vaccination card. This was the first time I had
to provide it at a border post on this trip. (I had to provide it when applying for an Ivory Coast visa at
the embassy in Bamako.)
The Ghana customs authority encourages the use of a carnet and this is by far the easiest and
quickest way to enter Ghana with a vehicle. There is a standard routine in place at large as well
as small border crossings.
I do not travel with a carnet but there is a standard routine for this as well but in my case it was a
much more complicated and tedious process. This routine is only in place at larger border
crossings where the customs are connected to their internal computer network. A "larger border"
would be where commercial traffic regularly crosses. There is normally a line of trucks waiting to
cross on both sides. Tumu was a small border crossing and was not connected to the customs
network so they could not issue the required documents. At first they wanted to send me back into
Burkina Faso but after a lot of talk and several phone calls to the main boss at the Hamile border
post, I was allowed to drive to Hamile on the Ghana side of the border, with the immigration sorted
but without the customs documents.
Border crossing: Hamile (Ghana)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, driving license.
I arrived at the Hamile border post the following morning and they were set up to issue the required
documents but they said that this routine was a rarity (I was the first case this year) and it took for
ever, more exactly seven hours, to expedite. There were no dodgy things going on, it was just plain
African inefficiency. I will try to explain how this alternative routine was applied to my case,
although customs routines are not always easy to understand.
There were four parties involved in this process: Myself, the Customs Authority, a Customs Agent
and a Ghana insurance company.
In theory the Customs Agent work as a middle man between the Customs Authority and
individuals/companies. The Customs Agent handles all the paperwork and collects the required
fees so the Customs Authority only have one party to deal with. This is a standard procedure that is
applied to international trade around the world. In my case, the Agent guaranteed themselves for

any tax loss by an insurance issued by an insurance company in Ghana. This insurance is called
"Temporary Importation Bond". If I would sell my motorcycle in Ghana without paying the correct
import tax, the insurance company would cover this tax loss according to the Temporary
Importation Bond. The Temporary Importation Bond is not a vehicle liability or third party insurance.
It will not cover any damages to my bike or any third party property in case of an accident. In fact,
the insurance company later told me that foreign registered vehicles cannot, according to
Ghana law, be insured for liability or third party. This means that customs or police cannot
require a foreign vehicle to have liability or third party insurance.
In reality I dealt directly with the main boss of the Customs Authority at the Hamile border post and
the procedure worked as follows:
The Customs Authority issued a TVI (Temporary Vehicle Imports) document. This is equivalent to
a Passavant or Laissez-Passer. This had the standard motorcycle registration information on
it, plus the important Temporary Importation Bond policy number provided by the insurance
company. I chose a 3 month insurance policy and thereby got a 3 month TVI. There is a field on the
TVI allowing for an extension. The TVI cost 50 Cedis (14 €).
The Customs Agent (which was located across the road from the customs building) didn't seem to
fill any purpose other than issuing a document stating that I temporarily imported my motorcycle
according to the agents' customs bond. This document also cost 50 Cedis (14 €).
The Temporary Importation Bond is issued by an insurance company in Ghana and the closest
insurance company was located in the city of Wa, 120 kilometers to the south of Hamile. There
didn't seem to be a problem for me to drive there with my motorcycle and return with the bond. At
other borders this may not have been allowed. In that case I would have to take a bus or a taxi. As
it turned out, in this specific case, I had a bit of luck. A representative of the insurance company
(SIC), that the Customs Authority normally deals with, happened to be in Hamile. He phoned his
office in Wa, which issued the policy and returned the policy number that had to be entered on the
TVI. The Temporary Importation Bond policy cost: 120 Cedis (33 €) for one month / 160 Cedis (44
€) for three months. Customs trusted me to pass by the insurance company in Wa and pay the
policy fee on my way south.
My intentions were to make a short detour into the Ivory Coast before returning to Ghana. The main
boss at the Hamile customs post said that I could retain my Temporary Importation Bond when
leaving the country and reuse it when I returned to Ghana which I later did without hassle.
State Insurance Company Of Ghana Limited (SIC)
Head office in Accra: Nyemitei House No. 28/29, Ring Road East, Tel: (233-21) 780600-9, Accra
Wa office: N10° 03.702' W2° 30.266', Tel: 03920-22023, Mobile: 02068-18330 / 02452-73681
Website: www.sic-gh.com
They said that the Temporary Importation Bond could not be issued from abroad.
TIP: 3 months, 160+50+50 Cedis (72 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Is the preferred, easiest and cheapest method in Ghana.
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Required
Insurance: A liability / third party vehicle insurance cannot be issued for a foreign registered
vehicle according to Ghana law.
Total cost at the border: 72 € (without a carnet)
Time to cross the border: 28 h (at two different border crossings during two days)
Checkpoints: I don't know if it is a pattern but in the English speaking countries I have visited so
far (Gambia and Ghana) the police has asked several times: "What do you have for me/us?" as if I
was supposed to pay them for bothering me on the road. Perhaps there is no phrase in French that
incorporates both the innocence and demand as does the English expression and that is why they
do not exercise it in French speaking countries where I have so far not encountered it.
I just offer them my unconditional friendship and leave it at that.
Road toll: There are a few toll booths in Ghana but motorcycles don't seem to have to pay.

11. IVORY COAST - Feb 2015
Visa: Initially I applied for an Ivory Coast visa in Bamako, Mali. As it turned out I never used this as
my plans changed. Here is a description of the requirements at the Ivory Coast embassy in
Bamako.
Instead I applied for a Visa Touristique Entente in Ouagadougou.
Visa Touristique Entente:
Countries included in the visa: Burkina Faso, Niger, Ivory Coast, Togo and Benin
Place of application: Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. Some queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N12° 21.629' W1° 32.451'
Duration: 2 months in total
Entries: Single entry into each of the five countries
Cost: 25 000 CFA (40 €)
Handling time: 1-3 working days (depending on your negotiation skills)
Valid from: Application date
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos
This special regional visa was applied for at Direction Generale de la Police Nationale southwest of
the city center on Ave Kadiogo. Two photos required. It is said that this visa can only be applied for
inside any of the five countries that it covers. So, one first need a visa to one of the five countries
and this visa must be valid for the entire 2 months of the entente visa. If it is not, an entente visa
will not be issued.
Some people have reported that this visa has not been accepted going into Togo from Ghana
(others have had no problems). It may be that the visa is intended only for crossing borders
between the five countries. I had no problems crossing a small border from Ghana into Ivory Coast
using the entente visa.
Border crossing: Chache (Bole, Ghana) - Bouna (Ivory Coast)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
From Bole at the main road between Wa and Kumasi in Ghana a dirt road lead to the very
small Ghana border post in the hamlet of Chache. A group of immigration officers spend their
days in the shade under a tree. I got stamped out and a customs officer let me keep the temporary
import bond after I had explained that I would return to Ghana after a short tour in the Ivory Coast.
Just down the road from the border post was a pontoon ferry, shuttled across the Black Volta River
by a small motor boat. The driver of the pontoon wanted to charge me 10 000 CFA for getting my
bike to the other side but a stern look made him lower his bid to 5 000 CFA. The "real" cost for a
motorcycle seemed to be 3 000 CFA (5 €) which I paid in the end as the man could not change a
10 000 CFA bill and the only change I had happened to be 3 000 CFA.
On the other side of the river was an Ivory Coast police checkpoint. Here they could not stamp
my passport, let alone issue a TIP. I was told to go to Ivory Coast customs in Bouna to have this
done. It was a nice 34 km drive to Bouna where the small customs office was the first building on
the right hand side as I entered the town. As this was a small border crossing, which was not
connected to the customs computer system, they could not issue a TIP. I was told to go to Soko,
the border town close to Bondoukou, 180 km to the south, to have this done. What they did issue
here was a restricted Laissez Paser that only allowed me to travel from Bouna to Soko and for this
they first wanted 10 000 CFA (The girl who issued the document asked if I could not leave another
10 000 CFA for her). When I questioned why I should pay for a useless document when I was likely
to pay for the real TIP in Soko I didn't have to pay.
I got my passport stamped at the police station in Bouna which was located on the left hand side of
the main road through the town (N9° 16.125' W2° 59.836'). I had an expired Ivory Coast visa and a
valid entente visa but there were no questions asked and I got my stamp without fuzz.
In Soko, a day later, it took them 4 hours to figure out that they didn't know how to process a
motorcycle in their own computer system, not even with phone support from the main customs
office in Abidjan. When they finally gave up, I was told to go to the next border crossing to the south
which was Takikro. They scribbled a hand note stating this on the restricted Laissez Paser I had

got in Bouna. But I had had it with the bureaucracy and made a seven day tour into the country
without a TIP.
TIP: 25 000 CFA (40 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 € (as they were not able to issue a TIP)
Time to cross the border: 26 hours (at two different border crossings during two days)
Checkpoints: There are many police and a few customs (with big, white, motorcycles parked by
the side of the road) checkpoints in Ivory Coast but only a few of them stopped me. A couple of
times they asked me for money but I gave them the evil eye. That I travelled without an official TIP
seemed to escape their scrutiny. The ones that stopped me were more interested in my
sunglasses, my motorcycle jacket, my gloves and my money. Read about a particular
occasion here. I would guess that the police that looked at my restricted Laissez Passer could not
differentiate it from the real thing. I was never stopped at a customs checkpoint but if they would
have checked my papers it may have been different. When I was driving towards the border to
cross into Ghana I was stopped by a police officer that noted that the restricted Laissez Passer that
I had did not include that particular border crossing and he questioned why I was there, quite
persistently, but I talked myself out of the situation. I was after all only a few kilometers from the
border.

12. GHANA (2) - March 2015
Visa: For the second visit to Ghana I used the 3 month visa with multiple entries that I applied for in
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso (see #10 above).
Border crossing: Niablé, (Abengourou, Ivory Coast) - (Ghana)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, yellow fever vaccination card, carnet. If a carnet is
not available a Temporary Importation Bond must be secured with an insurance company in Ghana
(see #10 above).
The immigration officer at the Ivory Coast border post said straight out that he wanted money for
stamping my passport. I refused to pay and soon got the passport back. At customs, a junior
officer noted that my restricted TIP didn't allow me to cross at this border but his boss just took the
document and dismissed me.
I was scanned with a "fever gun" and had my yellow fever vaccination card checked at
the Ghana immigration before they stamped my passport. On the other side of a rope
was customs. They checked the Temporary Importation Bond I had retained from my first visit to
the country and let me pass.
TIP: 0 €. I was allowed to retain the Temporary Importation Bond from my first visit to Ghana (see
#10 above)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for as I had the Temporary Importation Bond
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Required
Insurance: A liability / third party vehicle insurance cannot be issued for a foreign registered
vehicle according to Ghana law.
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: ½ hour

13. TOGO - March 2015
Visa:
Place of application: At the Aflao-Lomé border. Extended in Lomé
Visa extended at: Direction Générale de la Documentation Nationale - Service des passeports,
N6° 11.359' E1° 12.492'
Duration: 1 month from entering the country. The 7 days given at the border are not extra days
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 10 000 CFA (17 €) paid at the border, the extention was free of charge
Handling time: Extention, 2 working days
Valid from: Issuing date
Accompanying documentation: 4 (!) photos when extending the visa
I counted on using the entente visa that I applied for in Ouagadougou. However, it was not
accepted at the Aflao-Lomé border. The immigration officers said that the entente visa can only be
used when crossing the border between the five countries that the visa covers (Burkina Faso,
Niger, Ivory Coast, Togo and Benin). They also meant that once I had exited the five countries, as I
did when crossing into Ghana, the entente visa expires. If this is true the whole point with the
entente visa can be questioned, at least for overlanders, as Ghana sits right in the middle of the
five entente countries. I've read on the internet about other travelers that had the same problem so
I was not overly surprised (but mildly irritated. I was able to cross from Ghana to Ivory Coast on the
entente visa). I would not be surprised if I would be allowed to use this visa at smaller border
crossings but I do not know for sure.
Instead I was issued a 7 day visa for 10 000 CFA (17 €) at the border that had to be extended at
the Direction Générale de la Documentation Nationale in Lomé.
Border crossing: Aflao (Ghana) - Lomé (Togo)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, driving license.
This was a busy and quite confusing border crossing. There were a lot of vehicles and no signs
telling me where to go. There were plenty of fixers hanging around the border crossing but they
were easily dismissed as they didn't have the support of the officials. At theGhana border post, I
was directed by the fixers in the direction of a large U-shaped building on the left hand side. I drove
underneath the base of the "U" to a building behind it. Here my TIP was stamped and I was
directed to another building across an open space. In this building I got a small, square paper
which I took back to the first place. Then I was directed back out to the main road to a third building
where I got more stamps. At the fourth building was the Ghana immigration where I got my
passport stamped. During this whole process i was told that if I wanted to return to Ghana and use
the Temporary Importation Bond which was still valid for another two months, I should make sure
that I retained the insurance paper. The TIP would have to be renewed but if I had the Temporary
Importation Bond from the insurance company the process would be a formality. At the fifth and last
place, right at the border rope, I was relieved of the TIP but not the insurance document and I could
continue to the...
Togo border post. The first stop was immigrations where I was told that the entente visa was not
valid here so I had to purchase a 7 day visa for 10 000 CFA (17 €) that had to be extended at
the Direction Générale de la Documentation Nationale in Lomé. Just before the immigrations was a
small, hidden, booth where my motorcycle details were noted in a ledger and I was issued a tiny
piece of paper that I had to give to an officer on the road one minute later. They tried to charge me,
first 2000 CFA for this and then 1000 CFA. There was no receipt and official charges can't be
negotiated so I refused to pay. They were a bit persistent but I didn't care. Then there was a bit of
confusion about getting the TIP but I found the right place (on the left side of the road) and got it
issued for the standard 5000 CFA (8 €) amount. But I had to explain to them that I did not have a
carnet and needed a laissez-passer. I had to show it before they raised the bar and let me into the
country.

TIP: 1 month, 5000 CFA (8 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 25 € (TIP + visa)
Time to cross the border: 2 hours

14. BENIN - March 2015
Visa Touristique Entente:
For Benin I used the Visa Touristique Entente that I applied for in Ouagadougou, Burkina
Faso. See #11 above. I did not point anything out to the gendarmerie officer at this small border
crossing, just left him with the passport and let him do his thing, just as I did when I entered Ivory
Coast in Bole. I entered on 29 March 2015 and my entente visa expires on 16 April 2015 so I guess
that is how long I am allowed to stay in the country.
Border crossing: Nadoba (Togo) - Boukoumbé (Benin)
Documents needed at the border: Passport
On the Togo side the immigration consisted of one uniformed officer sitting in a chair by the side
of the road in the village of Nadoba,
N10° 08.344' E1° 04.862'. There was a tiny rope lying across the road. I got my passport stamped
and the officer said that a voluntary gift could be given. By principle I said no.
The customs post was just outside town, almost at the border (N10° 09.199' E1° 05.124'). It was
clearly marked. I showed them my TIP and they said that it was ok and that I could continue. They
did not want to keep he TIP.
The Benin immigration was at the gendarmerie headquarters at the SE edge of Boukoumbé,
N10° 10.337' E1° 06.783', on the road (RN7) to Natitingou. There was a very visible road block. My
passport was stamped without any word about visa touristique entente. I got the impression that I
would have gotten a stamp whether I had a visa or not. They were very relaxed. When I asked
about the customs, the gendarmerie officer and one other guy at the immigration said that I did not
need any papers for the bike. No need to go to the customs (N10° 10.174' E1° 06.521'). When I
asked them: "What do I say to the police if I get stopped on the road?" They just said that I should
show them my passport and added that in Benin vehicle papers are not important. This remains to
bee seen because I followed their advice and skipped the visit to the customs.
During my journey from north to south of Benin I was only stopped once by the police and it was
only because they wanted to indulge in some bike talk, nothing else.
TIP: Skipped
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: 1 hour
Checkpoints: I was not stopped at any road checkpoints in Benin (except one, see above).
Road toll: As seems to be the general rule in West Africa, road toll is not paid for motorcycles.
There is normally a narrow lane, dedicated to motos, past the toll booths on the right hand side.

Gasoline cost: There is a special situation regarding the sale of gasoline in Benin. As it borders
Nigeria where gasoline is cheap, there is widespread smuggling across the border. I was told that
at one point the government tried to put an end to this activity but it only resulted in the military that
was sent out to deal with it became smugglers themselves, so the illegal gasoline sale is very much
overlooked by the authorities. At the moment, large quantities of gasoline are sold everywhere
along the roads and in the cities for less (currently 400 CFA (0,65 €) per liter) than it cost at the
pump (currently 470 CFA (0,77 €) per liter). Whether this is a result of contraband fuel or an
incentive for it, there are fewer gas stations in Benin than elsewhere and they may be out of fuel.

15. NIGERIA - April 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. No queues, little fuzz (but I was probably
lucky).
Embassy/consulate location: N12° 18.334' W1° 31.260'
Duration: 5 months
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 39 000 CFA (65 €)
Handling time: 2 working days
Valid from: Issuing date
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos, copy of passport
I had no hopes of obtaining a Nigerian visa in Ouagadougou but I had time on my hands as I was
waiting for other visas so I went to the embassy and inquired about a visa. Read the story here.
I'm not sure if they normally issue regular tourist visas at this embassy. If they do, it will probably be
a one month, single entry visa that starts at the date of application which may be too little time if
one is not heading for Nigeria more or less directly from Burkina Faso. I received a four page
application form that had one critical question: How long have you lived in Burkina Faso? Obviously
this indicates that this embassy has rules about issuing visas to non-residents of Burkina Faso. If
these are a "hard" rules or "soft" rules I do not know. The French owner of the guest house (Le
Pavillon Vert) where I was staying was surprised to hear that I managed to get a Nigerian visa in
Ouagadougou. Usually, he said, people are coming back from the embassy empty-handed.
As Accra is generally considered being the easiest place to obtain a Nigerian visa, I was planning
on having it done there but now I was lucky and got it in Ouagadougou.
A fellow traveler managed to get a Nigerian visa in Bamako but only after a tedious procedure with
four or five visits to the embassy.
Note: They were only accepting visa applications on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the
Ouagadougou embassy.
Border crossing: Igolo (Benin) - Idiroko (Nigeria)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, yellow fever
vaccination card.
I crossed this border on the first day it was open after being closed for five days due to an election.
It was busy but there were no queues to talk about. On the Benin side I wasn't asked to and didn't
stop at customs as I didn't have a TIP for Benin. At the immigrations there was some confusion
as I had stayed in Benin for 15 days and when the immigration officers looked at my entry stamp in
my passport they said it was overdue. Perhaps an entry stamp only gives you a limited amount of
days in the country if you do not have a Benin visa. I don't know. However I had the Visa
Touristique Entente that I had acquired in Ouagadougou and it still had three days worth of its
duration but the border officials didn't seem to be familiar with this. They made a phone call and
sent someone over to a police station nearby to make inquiries. When they came back they
stamped me out without fuzz. There was clearly money paid (200 NGN) by locals to get their
passports stamped but I was never asked to pay anything.

The Nigerian border post was only half a stone's throw away along a ridiculously bad piece of
road. First I stopped at a small yellow building on the left hand side at the end of a rope which
housed the immigration. I was asked how much time I needed in Nigeria. I asked for three months
and got it, which was about as much as my visa allowed. (There was money paid by locals here as
well but I was never asked for anything).
Next I had to drive around to the back side of a big concrete building to the right. First I had to
provide my yellow fever vaccination card and my temperature was taken with a fever gun and
medical questions were asked. Then I was herded over to a table where I was asked a bunch of
regular border questions. Then I was taken to an office to the side and I expected trouble. I was
asked who had invited me to Nigeria but I never had to provide an answer to that question. I was
asked if I belonged to any NGO which I denied. I guess they were being on edge due to the recent
election.
In the same building was immigration and I was asked to show my registration document for the
bike. I specifically asked if I needed to obtain any documents (i.e. TIP) for my bike (I actually put
this question to several different people who worked at immigrations) but they all said that I needed
nothing. Big surprise.
Before I was let into the country I had to show my passport to a police checkpoint. They asked what
I had brought for them and I answered: "A big smile and eternal friendship" which brought out
heartily smiles and I was sent on my way.
TIP: Not needed for Nigeria
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Required
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: 2½ hours
Checkpoints: There are numerous police and military checkpoints, normally wooden logs placed
on the road to form a chicane. Most of the time a foreign motorcyclist is waived through but here
and there I was asked to stop, normally for a bit of bike talk but quite a few times I was asked for
gifts. When they start talking about being friends you know where it is heading. The only thing I
offer them is my water bottle but they are never interested in it.
Fuel cost: There is a shortage of fuel in many places in Nigeria, probably due to the bad
infrastructure. Therefore the fuel price will increase the further from the coast and the further from
Lagos one gets. Normal price is 87 NGN (0,41 €). In Abuja they asked for 120 NGN (0,56 €) still
extremely cheap by both European and African standards. When a fuel truck pulled into a
gas station in Abuja a line of cars would immediately form to buy fuel. There is never a risk to be
left without as resourceful people with plastic jerry cans take advantage of the situation and sell fuel
at a slightly inflated price by the roadside.

16. CAMEROON - April 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Calbàr, Nigeria. No queues, no fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N4° 59.779' E8° 19.431'
Duration: 3 months
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 20 000 NGN (95 €)
Handling time: While waiting
Valid from: Application date. Can probably be set to preferred date.
Accompanying documentation: 3 photos
Note: I first made an attempt to apply for a visa at the Cameroon High Commision in Abuja (N9°
04.283' E7° 29.379') but they were not at all accommodating and refused to issue a visa. They said
that the border between Nigeria and Cameroon is closed and that no one should be let through.
They seemed to be aware of foreigners crossing the border lately but it was clearly not to their
liking. They suggested that I should put my motorcycle on a plane as entering by air is allowed.
Trying to reason with them was of no use.

The Cameroon consulate in Calabàr was located in the suburb of Ekorinim NW of Calabàr city
center (Not at the Ndidem Usong Iso as some maps have it.) They opened about 9:30 on the
morning I visited. As it was Friday (Isn't it always?) I expected to have to wait until Monday for the
visa but the guy I talked to was very helpful as well as informative and he had the visa issued while
I was waiting. I didn't mention that I travel by motorbike but as it turned out this was of no issue at
this consulate. The official told me straight away that the border was officially closed but that they
have started to let tourists through since about a month back (March 2015). He asked if Sweden
has an embassy in Cameroon as the immigration officers at the border sometimes call the
embassy of the person entering Cameroon. Sweden do not have an embassy in Cameroon but the
official at the consulate didn't think this was a major problem. It appears that it is only at the Ekok
border that toursits are being let through at this point, which the official also indicated. He also gave
me some tips on road conditions in Cameroon. An unusually decent consulate representative.
Border crossing: Mfum (Nigeria) - Ekok (Cameroon)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, drivers licence.
When arriving to the Nigerian side of the border, only a short distance from the bridge crossing
the Cross River, I passed two or three police checkpoints with nail boards laid out over the road.
One checkpoint would have been sufficient and leaving Nigeria they filled no purpose at all other
than bothering me with their usual questions.
The Nigerian Customs building was almost at the bridge on the right hand side but as I didn't have
a TIP to return I paid them no visit, neither was I asked to. The Nigerian immigrations building
was also on the right hand side, right at the barrier before the bridge. Here I filled out a standard
form before they stamped my passport without any indication that the border was closed. Across
the road was a man with a ledger who took down my travel information. He tried to get something
in return but I just ignored him. When they keep flipping through the pages in your passport for an
unusually long time, this is a sure sign that some form of "dash" will be asked for. Then I was let
over the bridge. It was actually quite a scenic place if one had the presence to appreciate it.
On the Cameroon side of the bridge was a big gate with an adjacent building. This was neither
customs nor immigration. A stern official noted down my travel information on a lose bit of paper.
Another guy started to make a phone call but was not successful getting through. I was asked to
wait outside. Twenty minutes later my passport was returned and the gate was opened. This meant
that the phone call had gotten through and that I had been approved to enter Cameroon despite
that the border is officially closed. It was a BIG relief.
200 meters up a hill was the immigration and customs building. At the immigrations office a lady
stamped my passport without further ado. It was this lady they had called from down by the bridge.
This lady in turn had called her boss, "a high ranking immigrations officer", as she said. This officer
had approved me entering the country. As far as I can tell tourists have been let through the Ekok
border since about a month back (March 2015), initially with the help of a phone call to the tourists'
embassy within Cameroon. Now it seems like this is not needed anymore (Sweden doesn't even
have an embassy in Cameroon). They call the high ranking immigrations officer who makes the
final decision to let people through. Right now, this seems to be a standard and straight forward
procedure but that doesn't mean it can't change, for better or for worse.
If it hadn't been for the customs, the whole border crossing would have taken no more than an
hour. Now it took three hours as a junior customs guy said that I needed a Carnet to pass. He said
the only other alternative would be to pay a bond but as this bond could only be picked up at the
border crossing where it was submitted we had a problem. I was asked about the value of my bike
and answered a low 3 000 €. He then calculated the bond to 1 300 000 CFA (over 2 000 €).
When a senior official finally appeared, he said that a Carnet was standard procedure in Cameroon
but that he could issue a TIP (Passavant) as a special case for me. It didn't look very special as
they had the forms readily available and there was no hesitation filling it out. I was charged 20 000
CFA (33 €) for which I got an official receipt. It seemed a bit on the high side but I was so happy
over the entry stamp that I cared little about it. At first he wanted to specify my exact route through
the country on the TIP but after some discussion he agreed to only include entry and exit locations.
One month validity was easily negotiated to two months.
Note: There is a brand new road connecting Ekok with Mamfé, so it should be hard surface all the
way from Calabàr to Yaoundé via Ekok, Mamfé, Bamenda, Bafoussam and Bafia.
TIP: 2 months, 20 000 CFA (33 €)
TIP Extension: -

Carnet: Is the preferred method in Cameroon
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 33 €
Time to cross the border: 3 hours
Checkpoints: There were quite a few checkpoints towards the Nigerian border and I was stopped
a number of times. A few times they asked to see my passport, one time they wanted to see the
motorcycle insurance, they never asked for the TIP. In the south I was not stopped at any
checkpoints.

17. GABON - May 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Yaoundé, Cameroon. Some queues, some fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N3° 53.670' E11° 31.164'
Duration: 1 month
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 50 000 CFA (82 €)
Handling time: 2 working days
Valid from: Date set at the time of application.
Accompanying documentation: 1 photo, copy of passport, copy of yellow fever vaccination card,
copy of travel insurance, hotel reservation
The Gabon Embassy in Yaoundé had a number of requirements that applicants should fulfill,
although none that was insurmountable. The lengthy list that was displayed outside was too long to
read and it was reduced by the woman who handled my application. She wrote me an adapted list
which consisted of the following:
- 1 photo
- Copy of passport
- Copy of yellow fever vaccination card
- Copy of travel insurance
- Hotel reservation
- Travel itinerary from start of my journey through to Gabon. This should be signed by the Swedish
consul in Yaoundé but as Sweden does not have an embassy in Cameroon this was omitted from
the list after a rather lengthy palaver.
The cost for a one month visa, single entry, two days handling time was 50 000 CFA (82 €),
expedited same day delivery cost 70 000 CFA (115 €). A one month, multiple entry, two days
handling time cost 75 000 CFA (123 €).
Note: Pickup time of the passport is late in the afternoon which effectively makes it 3 working days
to get a visa.
Border crossing: Ambam (Cameroon) - Eboro (Bitam, Gabon)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
The Ntem river is the actual border between Cameroon and Gabon at this crossing. There is a
large bridge across the river. Just before the bridge on the Cameroon side there was a large
paved area with a lone concrete hut and a bar. In the hut was customs. They had a quick look at
my TIP but they didn't want to keep it. Just before the bridge was another small hut
where immigration resided. They stamped my passport and I crossed the bridge.
Just after the bridge on the Gabonese side was a concrete hut where two police officers asked me
to fill out a small form. They did not stamp my passport but told me to bring the form to
an immigrations office in the town of Bitam 30 km along the road. About a kilometer after the
bridge I came to another bar across the road. There was a building that said douane (Customs) so
I paid them a visit. There was one officer there. He asked if I had a Carnet. When I told him that I

didn't he looked like he couldn't care less. I asked if I needed a Passavant (TIP) but he just shook
his head.
I continued to Bitam where the immigrations building was located a couple of hundred meters after
the roundabout (N2° 04.769' E11° 29.547'). I left my passport and the form and within five minutes I
got the passport back with an entry stamp. There was also a Customs building in Bitam but I did
not go there.
TIP: Not needed for Gabon
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: 1 h
Checkpoints: I was not stopped at any checkpoints in Gabon.

18. CONGO BRAZZAVILLE - May 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Yaoundé, Cameroon. No queues, some fuzz.
Embassy/consulate location: N3° 53.265' E11° 30.807'
Duration: 2 months (normally 15 days)
Entries: Multiple entry
Cost: 50 000 CFA (82 €)
Handling time: 7 working days (express 4 working days)
Valid from: Date set at the time of application.
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos, copy of passport, copy of yellow fever vaccination
card, copy of Cameroon visa and entry stamp, copy of motorcycle registration document, hotel
reservation.
It was not easy to find the embassy of Congo Brazzaville as it had recently moved and was now
tucked away at a side street to a side street in the Bustos area. As I chose to have my DRC and
Angola visas done in my home country I needed extra time in Brazzaville to wait for the passport to
get returned to me. The standard 15 days visa that this embassy normally offers was not
enough for me. Initially it seemed that they would not buckle and they said that the visa could be
extended in Brazzaville. But after explaining my case (traveling overland on a motorcycle, waiting
for passport from Sweden, etc.) they agreed to give me a two month visa if I provided a two month
hotel booking in Brazzaville. I photoshoped a hotel booking based on a real reservation, that looked
convincing and it was accepted (it didn't have any contact information to the hotel).
The cost for visas was as follows:
Standard 15 day visa 7 days handling time: 30 000 CFA (50 €)
Standard 15 day visa 4 days handling time: 60 000 CFA (100 €)
2 month visa 7 days handling time: 50 000 CFA (82 €)
2 month visa 4 days handling time: 100 000 CFA (164 €)
As I had plenty of time before my passport would be returned from Sweden I opted for 7 days
handling time (which in reality is 8 days as pickup time is at 14:00). As one of those days happened
to be a national holiday in Cameroon (why not) another day was added to the tally without
hesitation and it became 9 working days plus a weekend which added up to a total of 11 days and
that after I had already spent 6 days in Yaoundé.
Note: Pickup time of the passport is 14:00 (no chance in hell getting it earlier).
Border crossing: Doussala (Ndendé, Gabon) - Ngongo (Nyangar, Congo)
Documents needed at the border: Passport

The Gabon immigration and customs post was located behind a large bar across the road 11 km
before the actual border. It all consisted of one desk in a building. I got my passport stamped and
they asked if I had a carnet. When I told them I did not there were no further questions. No mention
of any TIP at all. Quick and easy.
Just before the border bridge there was a military post where my passport disappeared for five
minutes while they noted down its information. No fuzz.
Right across the old border bridge there was another bar across the road. In a building on the left
hand side there was a Congolese military post where my passport information was noted town
twice in two adjacent rooms. 50 meters up a hill in the small village of Ngongo there was a police
(Gendarmerie) post on the right hand side where my passport information got noted down a third
time. Diagonally across the road was immigrations where my passport got stamped in. Next to the
immigrations building was a equally small customs shack where they would have stamped my
carnet if I had had one. They did have the forms for a TIP (Passavant) but they said I had to go to
the village of Nyanga, 47 km further along the road to have it issued. The customs building in
Nyanga is on the east side of the open area at the intersection. TIP was issued without fuzz.
TIP: 20 days, 10 000 CFA (16 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Asked for but not required
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 16 €
Time to cross the border: 1½ hours
Checkpoints: I was not stopped at any checkpoints in Congo.

19. CONGO KINSHASA (DRC) - June 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Stockholm, Sweden.
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 3 months validity from day of issuance, 30 days in the country
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 440 € including shipping with DHL and agency fees
Handling time: 3-4 working days
Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos, copy of passport, copy of yellow fever vaccination
card, personal letter describing route entry and exit points and estimated dates (this is required
instead of airline ticket)
The big question I pondered was whether I should take the chance and get the visas for DRC and
Angola locally and try to cross at small border posts. Some people do it successfully, others fail.
Some only get a 15 day visa. As it is the rainy season I can't trust getting through at small border
posts so in the end I decided to fork out and send my passport (I've got two) to Stockholm and get
the visas there. I used a Swedish visa agent that helped me get around requirements of airline
tickets and hotel reservations. I send my passport by DHL from Yaoundé, Cameroon. They said it
should take 3 days to reach Stockholm which it did.
The visa fee was payable at the Ecobank according to information on a slip of paper recieved at the
embassy. I went to a branch reasonably close to the embassy (N3° 52.636' E11° 30.990').
The cost was considerable:
- Sending passport from Yaoundé to Stockholm with DHL: 78 000 CFA (127 €)
- Embassy fee DRC: 700 SEK (76 €)
- Embassy fee Angola: 1 500 SEK (163 €)
- Agent fee DRC: 945 SEK (103 €)

- Agent fee Angola: 1 000 SEK (109 €)
- Misc. fees and VAT: 1 200 SEK (131 €)
- Sending the passport from Stockholm to Brazzaville: 1 200 SEK (131 €)
Total visa cost for DRC and Angola: 7 715 SEK (840 €)
Split visa cost for DRC: 3 195 SEK (384 €)
Split visa cost for Angola: 4 520 SEK (492 €)
Border crossing: Brazzaville (Congo) - Kinshasa (DRC)
The border crossing between Brazzaville and Kinshasa is notorious for taking a long time and cost
a lot of money. However, I did not find it to be an outrageous scam and the experience was not
particularly stressful, more tiresome. Both Brazzaville and Kinshasa are expensive cities and it is
reflected in this boat crossing. The main cost is for the boat itself. On top of that come costs for
different "Port taxes" and porters which can be negotiated. It seems to be more costs on the
departing side of the river. This is a summary of what I paid:
Brazzaville side:
- Authorization document for my motorcycle: 20 000 CFA (33 €)
- Immigration charge for stamping passport: 2 000 CFA (3 €)
- Boat: 65 000 CFA (106 €)
- Port tax: 10 000 CFA (16 €)
- Porters: 20 000 CFA (32 €)
Kinshasa side:
- Porters: 25 USD (22 €)
- TIP: 15 USD (13 €)
TOTAL: 225 € (250 USD)
When arriving at "Le Beach" (in Brazzaville) which the port from where the passenger boat departs
is called, you arrive at a 90 degree turn in the road. Straight ahead is a large, brown steel gate.
This is the entrance to the boat dock. Customs is handled before entering the gate. It is through a
door in the building on the left hand side. There were no charges to get my passavant stamped. To
be allowed through the brown gate an authorization need to be issued. This is done in "the office",
a small room on the right hand side immediately after the gate. I was asked to pay 40 000 CFA (64
€) but got it for 20 000 CFA (32 €). It was a plain hand written paper, not too official looking. But it
was needed to be allowed through the gate.
After passing through the gate the road turns 90 degree left. The first door in the first building on
the left hand side is immigrations. This was the first time on this trip I had to pay to get my
passport stamped. It seemed to be a routine charge of 2 000 CFA (3 €) and was not negotiable. In
the whole scheme it was too small an amount to spend any energy on. Next to the immigration
office, the boat company had an office where passport details were noted down. Out on the street a
man in a vest with the boat company's name on the back took the payment for the boat and I
received a ticket with the price written on it (120 USD - 65 000 CFA).
50 meters down the street, at another 90 degree turn was a post where port tax was charged (10
000 CFA - 16 €). Straight ahead I was told I had to get my passavant stamped again. At a table a
man wrote something on my passavant without charge. It didn't feel super important. Immediately
after the 90 degree turn was a caged pass way to the dock. Before entering I had to pay for the
porters to load my bike and luggage onto the small passenger boat (20 000 CFA - 32 €). The boat
was really a small passenger boat only but had enough space for two or three big bikes in the back.
The loading and unloading seemed a bit dodgy as the bike needed to be hauled on board by hand
but it was probably quite safe.
There were some fixers around but they were not aggressive. I half-used one to show me the
procedure but did all the negotiations and payments myself. Otherwise they like you to give them
the money and they take care of the business but it will be at a higher cost. My passport was all
over the place in many different persons hands during this procedure.
The crossing takes 20-30 minutes and on the other side my bike was unloaded before the price
was settled. It was carried/hauled off the boat, up some steps, along a landing, down some steps
and was parked outside the immigrations building together with my luggage. The porters wanted
50 USD but I got it down to 25. Apart from the Cart D`Entree (Temporary Import Permit, in a
building around to the left of immigrations), this was the only charge on the Kinshasa side. Going
the other way I believe there are more charges on the Kinshasa side and less on the Brazzaville
side.
Documents needed at the border: Passport, photocopy of passport plus photocopy of Congo
Brazzaville/Kinshasa visa. (They made the copies free of charge at the immigrations office.)

TIP: A Cart D`Entree was issued for 15 USD. Not sure how long it was valid.
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 225 € including boat, porters and taxes.
Time to cross the border: 8 hours
Checkpoints: There were police checkpoints in most larger towns but I was only stopped twice for
some bike talk. I was never asked for any papers.

20. ANGOLA - June 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Stockholm, Sweden
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 2 months validity from day of issuance, 30 days in the country
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 433 € including shipping with DHL and agency fees.
Handling time: 8-15 working days
Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: 2 photos, copy of passport, copy of yellow fever vaccination
card, personal letter describing route entry and exit points and estimated dates (this is required
instead of airline ticket and hotel reservations), confirmation from my bank that I have sufficient
funds for the journey through Angola
See #19 above for details.
Border crossing: Lufo (DRC) - Luvo (Angola)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
This was one of the most intense border crossings I have ever experienced. From the main road
between Kinshasa and Matadi there was a turnoff just before the town of Songololo. There was an
old dirt road in the center of town but this was said to be in bad condition. The new dirt road just
outside the town was wide and fairly good. After 7,5 km the new road joins the old road and there is
a gate where a road toll is paid. It is very official with posted prices. A motorcycle pays 5 000 DRC
franc (5 €). After about 12 km the mayhem started. For half a kilometer before a bridge over the
border river there was a massive "Congo traffic jam". There were trucks and cars at a standstill,
people transporting goods at foot and on carts. On both sides of this stretch of road there was a
market which flowed over onto the road where people were sitting in the shade of the stuck trucks
selling stuff. This was also an area with plenty of petty theft. I had a hand in one of my pockets
once and I had just pulled the zipper up when I noticed it was open again.
On the DRC side the customs is on the left hand side in a yellow building. It is not easily
identifiable. Immigrations is in a building just before the bridge also on the left hand side. Once
you have reached this point the mayhem is over.
The Angolan side is nothing like the DRC side. It is organized and painless. Immediately after the
bridge was customs in a small building (left side). Immigrations were on the top of the hill 500
meters further down the road. Apart from the road toll there was no charges at all.
At the DRC customs I was "assigned" a local guy to show me the way and help me through the
traffic jam. Soon there were three of them but I had no objections as they were indispensable to get
me through. They helped clearing the way and keep an eye on my bike and belongings (but still
there were attempts to pick my pockets). I was glad to pay these guys for the help. It was

immensely hot, manic and insane. Have I ever been so happy to leave a country? Angola seemed
like a dream in comparison.
TIP: I asked at customs if I needed any document for the bike but was told that I didn't.
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 5 000 DRC Franc (5 €) road toll 5 km before the border.
Time to cross the border: 2½ hours
Checkpoints: There were few police checkpoints and I was only stopped at one where my travel
information was noted down.

21. NAMIBIA - December 2015
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Santa Clara (Angola) - Oshikango (Namibia)
Documents needed at the border: Passport
Exiting Angola was the total opposite to entering at Luvo. The border crossing at Oshikango was
civilized, organized and almost empty. On the Angola side there were two small structures in a
huge open space. First was immigration where I got stamped out in no time. The second structure
was customs where I was asked if I had a carnet. No. Then I was asked if I had a TIP. No. When
entering Angola at Luvo I had specifically asked for this and been told that I did not need any. This
was readily accepted and I was let through. Comming the other way a TIP would have been issued.
On the Namibian side my tyres were sprayed with an anti-bug solution and I had to saddle off and
step onto a rug with the same solution. Immigration and customs were in the same building. I
asked for 90 days but got a 30 day entry permit. At customs (actually the RFA - Road Fund
Administration) I had to purchase a CBC-permit (Cross Border Charge Permit) valid for my entire
stay in the country. This had to be paid in Namibian dollars. There were banks and ATM's in a
commercial area on the Namibian side of the border and I was allowed to go and get local
currency.
Note: I could not change my Angolan Kwanzas at the banks an there were no unofficial money
changers at the border.
Note: In Namibia you drive on the left side of the road.
TIP: No official TIP needed but a "Cross Border Charge Permit" was issued in its place, 154 NAD
(9 €)
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 154 NAD (9 €).
Time to cross the border: 1 hour

Checkpoints: Usually not stopped at checkpoints.
Speed traps: There are a few speed traps in Namibia, especially on the main road between
Windhoek and Swakopmund.

22. BOTSWANA (1) - December 2015
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valdi from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Ngoma Bridge
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
Very straight forward border crossing. On the Namibian side I was stamped out
at immigration and in a hut a bit further on I had to note down basic travel information and get my
"Cross Border Charge Permit" stamped.
On the Botswana side, it was just as simple. In the main building I got stapmed in
at immigration and paid the "Road Permit" at customs at the same place. I could pay in Namibian
dollars. In a hut further on I had to note down my basic travel info in a ledger.
Note: I was asked if I intended to enter Botswana more than once and was told that I only had to
pay the"Road Permit" once.
TIP: No official TIP needed but a "Road Permit" including: RTP - Road Permit 310 Pula (26 €),
MVI - Insurance and NRF 50 Pula (4 €) - Road Fund 50 Pula (4 €), was issued in its place. Total
410 Pula (34 €).
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Insurance included in Road Permit, 50 Pula (4 €)
Total cost at the border: 410 Pula (34 €).
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Checkpoints: Usually not stopped at checkpoints.

23. ZIMBABWE (1) - December 2015
Visa:
Place of application: Visa obtained at the border
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 30 USD (26 €)
Handling time: Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport

Border crossing: Kazungula
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
The Botswana side was quick and easy. One stop at immigrations, stamp in the passport, travel
info noted down in ledger.
The Zimbabwe side was a little more complicated and quite expensive. Whan I passed through
there was a bit of a queue in the small immigrations/customs building. At the immigrations window
I paid 30 USD for a 30 day visa. At the customs window I had to pay 6 USD in carbon tax and 20
USD for a vehicle insurance, both of which were only valid for 20 days. Once this was done I had to
jump the queue at the immigrations window to get a "gate pass", a simple slip of paper. The gate
pass had to be stamped back at the customs window (Why I could not get this at the customs
window in the first place I don't know).
At the gate ten meters away I had to buy a "road access fee" that cost 1 USD and present the gate
pass before I was let through.
Note: US dollar is the official currency of Zimbabwe. The customs fees were payable with Visa/MC
card but the visa and road access fee had to be paid in cash USD. There were no visible banks or
ATMs and no other currency was accepted.
TIP: 30 days / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Mandatory insurance was issued at border crossing / 20 days / 20 USD (17 €)
Total cost at the border: Visa, 30 days, 30 USD (26 €) + Carbon tax, 6 USD (5 €) + Motorcycle
insurance, 20 days, 20 USD (17 €) + Road access fee, 1 USD (1 €). Total 49 €.
Time to cross the border: 1 hour
Checkpoints: Stopped at a couple of checkpoints for "bike talk". Stopped once where my lights
were checked. Also stopped to check various paperwork.

24. BOTSWANA (2) - January 2016
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Plumtree (Zimbabwe) - Ramokgwebana (Botswana)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, Botswana road
permit from previous visit.
The Zimbabwe side was quick and easy. Got a stamp in my passport at immigrations in the first
building. At the second building I was relieved of my TIP document at customs and received a
"gate pass" which I left at the following gate.
The Botswana side was busy. There was a long line of people crossing the border but everything
was civilized and the queue procedure was mostly respected. At the end of the queue was

immigration where I was asked how long I intended to stay in Botswana. You get what you ask for
up to 30 days. I also received a "gate pass", a small piece of paper. In the same building was
customs where I showed my "road permit" from my previous visit to Botswana together with the
"gate pass". This was accepted without questions. Just outside the immigration/customs building
was a gate where I was asked for the gate pass. There was also a "moat" with desinfection solution
that everyone had to drive through. People was asked to disinfect all shoes thay had with them. I
was not asked to do this.
Note: There was a gas station just after the border. Fuel is half price in Botswana compareed to
Zimbabwe so it pays off to fill up on the Botswana side.
Note: I saw one money changer as I entered the border area.
TIP: As I already had a "multi entry road permit" from my previous visit there was no additional
charge.
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Included in "multi entry road permit" from previous visit.
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: 2½ hours
Checkpoints: Usually not stopped at checkpoints.

25. NAMIBIA - January 2016
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Mamuno (Botswana) - Buitepos (Namibia)
Documents needed at the border: Passport
Similar procedure as laste entry ino Namibia. At the Botswana side I was stamped out at
immigrations without delay.
On the Namibian side I first paid 154 NAD (9 €) for the CBC-Permit (Cross Border Permit) which is
valid for my entire stay in the country. The fee was paid cash in namibian dollars (possibly also by
card) in a room prior to immigrations. There was a small queue and the procedure was painfully
slow. At immigrations I got 30 days stamped into my passport without delay. A bit further on was
customs where I filled in basic travel information in an entry ledger.
TIP: No official TIP needed but a "Cross Border Charge Permit" was issued in its place, 154 NAD
(9 €).
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 154 NAD (9 €).
Time to cross the border: 1½ hour

Checkpoints: Usually not stopped at checkpoints.
Speed traps: There are a few speed traps in Namibia, especially on the main road between
Windhoek and Swakopmund.

26. SOUTH AFRICA (1) - January 2016
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 3 months
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Noordoewer (Namibia) - Vioolsdrift (South Africa)
Documents needed at the border: Passport
I had read on the Internet somewhere that people have had problems entering South Africa without
a carnet so I wondered what would happen. I had no cause to worry whatsoever. This was by far
the easiest border crossing so far in all of Africa. On the Namibian side I was stamped out
at immigrations within seconds and there were no customs formalities at all.
On the South African side I first came to a booth where I received a border crossing slip (a small
piece of paper) and clear instructions (!) where to go next. Go to door number 1 and 3, I was told.
In door number 1 (immigrations) I was asked how long I wished to stay in South Africa. 3 months I
answered. Bang, bang, and two stamps were put in my passport with a three month "visitors
permit". I also got a stamp on the border crossing slip.
In the second door (customs) I filled in an arrival ledger with basic travel information and got
another stamp on the border crossing slip. There was not a single word mentioned about
motorcycle paperwork. None! On the bike again I drove 20 meters forward where a border officer
noted down basic travel information in a ledger and before leaving the border area I was relieved of
the border crossing slip at another booth. That was that. The whole procedure took less than
twenty minutes. Sweet!
TIP: Not needed
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Checkpoints: I was stopped at a few occasions where my driving license was checked.
Speed traps: There are plenty of speed traps in South Africa. They tend to hide in order not to be
seen.

27. LESOTHO - March 2016
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed

Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 3 months
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Tele Bridge
Documents needed at the border: Passport
Extremely simple and relaxed border crossing. Stamp out at immigration on the South African
side, drive over the narrow Tele Bridge and stamp in at the Lesotho immigration on the other
side. There were no customs requirements on either side. Before driving through the gate you pay
30 Rand/Maloti in road tax.
In all of Lesotho South African Rand can be used to pay for everything, also for the road tax at the
border. As the two currencies are tied to each other the exchange rate is 1:1. You will receive
Maloti in ATM's within Lesotho. The Lesotho Maloti can generally not be used in South Africa but
close to the border it might be possible.
TIP: Not needed
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Checkpoints: There are a few checkpoints but I was always waved through.

28. SOUTH AFRICA (2) - April 2016
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 3 months
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Sani Pass
Documents needed at the border: Passport
Very simple border crossing (but the road was really rough). The Lesotho border post is at the
very top of the Sani Pass. Only thing needed is an exit stamp in the passport at immigration.
The South African border post is 8 km down the Sani Pass Road. My passport was stamped
at immigration without a hitch (after spending four nights in Lesotho). There were no customs
requirements at either side of the border.
TIP: Not needed
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed

International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: 1 hour (including driving time)
Checkpoints: I was stopped at a few occasions where my driving license was checked.
Speed traps: There are plenty of speed traps in South Africa. They tend to hide in order not to be
seen.

29. SWAZILAND - May 2016
Visa:
Place of application: No visa needed
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 0 €
Handling time: Valid from: Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Jeppe's Reef (South Africa) - Matsamo (Swaziland)
Documents needed at the border: Passport
Quick and easy passage. Stamp out at the South African border post stamp in at the Swaziland
border post where I also had to pay 50 rand in road tax against a receipt. The Swaziland currency
of emalangeni is tied to the rand and one can use either currency as payment at all places in
Swaziland.
TIP: Not needed
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 3 €
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Checkpoints: I was stopped once, five minutes before crossing into Mozambique. The police
wondered why I didn't have a tax disc (a small self adhesive decal with the current tax year printed
on). I tried to explain that I had paid road tax when entering the country but they were adamant that
I paid a 60 rand fine because I did not have a tax disc. No matter my arguments, I still had to pay.
They didn't try to con me. I just think that they were in error. I got an official receipt.
Speed traps: I saw none.

30. MOZAMBIQUE - May 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Durban, South Africa.
Embassy/consulate location: S29° 49.876' E31° 01.366'
Duration: 30 days within 2 months from issue
Entries: Single entry

Cost: 600 rand / 37 €
Handling time: Same day
Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport
Visas are issued at the border but as I didn't know this I applied for my visa in Durban (There are
also consulates in Nelspruit, SA and Mbabane, Swaziland. Visas at borders cost slightly more than
at the consulates. The Durban consulate was empty and friendly. I arrived in the morning, filled in a
form and could pick up my passport at 14:00 the same afternoon. However, the payment was done
at a FNC bank (S29° 50.199' E31° 01.297') 700 meters south along the Percy Osborn Road (the
road just outside the consulate). The payment receipt had to be brought back to the consulate.
Border crossing: Lomahasha (Swaziland) - Namaacha (Mozambique)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
When entering the Swaziland border post area I received a gate pass, a piece of paper that was
stamped at immigration together with my passport. The gate pass was returned when exiting the
border zone. I had no reason to go to customs so I didn't and nobody asked me to.
At the Mozambique border post I received another gate pass. I was also met by a friendly fixer
that worked as translator for which I gave him a small tip. At immigration I got my passport and the
gate pass stamped. At customs at the same desk I was issued a TIP which cost nothing and was
valid for the duration of my stay (30 days). Also here the gate pass was stamped. A mandatory
third party liability insurance was issued across the street in an insurance booth. It cost 110 rands
(7 €) and was valid for 30 days. I could pay either in SA rand, Swaziland emalangeni, or
Mozambique meticais.
An exchange guy changed my remaining emalangeni and rand for meticais.
TIP: 30 days / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 7 €
Time to cross the border: ½ hour
Speed traps: Between Maputo and Inhambane (Tofo Beach) there were numerous speed traps. At
villages the speed limit goes from either 80 or 100 km/h down to 60 km/h and that is where they
have the speed traps. Make sure to keep the speed limits, everybody else do. North of Inhambane I
saw no speed traps.

WARNING: Between the towns of Save (Vila Franca do Save) and Muchunge there is a
serious threat of rebel attacks on vehicles passing on the main road. The authorities run a convoy
escorted by military vehicles along this stretch of road. When I passed, the convoy going north left
Save at 09:00. It took 2½ hours to travel the 110 km with the convoy.
The convoy coming from the north arrived at Save just before we left. Seven people were killed in a
bus that travelled within that convoy. It seems like buses and mini buses are prime targets. There is
another convoy stretch further north somewhere between Inchope and Quelimane, I believe.

31. ZIMBABWE (2) - May 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Visa obtained at the border
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 30 USD (26 €)
Handling time: -

Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Mashipanda (Mozambique) - Mutare (Zimbabwe)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
The Mozambique side was quick and easy. One stop at immigrations, stamp in the passport.
The Zimbabwe side was almost identical to my previous entry into the country. They didn't have
very good order on things so it took a while. At the immigrations window I paid 30 USD for a 30
day visa. At the customs window I had to pay 6 USD in carbon tax and 20 USD for a vehicle
insurance, both of which were valid for 30 days (Last time they were only valid for 20 days). I
received a "gate pass", a simple slip of paper, that was stamped and left with the gate guard.
At the gate I again had to buy a "road access fee" which cost 1 USD.
TIP: 30 days / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Mandatory insurance was issued at border crossing / 30 days / 20 USD (17 €)
Total cost at the border: Visa, 30 days, 30 USD (26 €) + Carbon tax, 6 USD (5 €) + Motorcycle
insurance, 30 days, 20 USD (17 €) + Road access fee, 1 USD (1 €). Total 49 €.
Time to cross the border: 1 hour
Checkpoints: Was stopped a couple of times to check drivers license. The road north of Harare
was littered with police checkpoints but I was rarely stopped. I heard these police checkpoints have
to support their own salaries so they need to find

32. ZAMBIA - May 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Visa obtained at the border
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 30 days
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 50 USD (46 €)
Handling time: Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Kariba Dam
Note: I was told by locals that the border cossing at Chirundu on the main road between Harare
and Lusaka is very tedious due to a large number of trucks passing there. The detour via the
Kariba dam is very scenic.
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
The Zimbabwe border post was shortly before the dam. At the immigrations window my
passport was quickly stamped. I received a gate pass (simple piece of paper that is getting
stamped at each instance and then handed over to the gate officer as proof of correct border
procedures). At customs my TIP was scrutinized thoroughly and data was registered in their
computer system. The gate pass had for some reason to be stamped at a hut across the parking
lot.

The Zambian border post was a kilometer up the hill after the dam. On the left hand there was a
parking lot with the immigration and customs building at the far end. There were five different fees
to be paid, all at different locations. At the immigrations window I was issued a 30 day visa at a
cost of 50 USD (46 €). At the customs window I was informed that before they issued the TIP (free
of charge) I had to pay a road toll of 20 USD (18 €) in a white container across the parking lot and
an insurance up the stairs across the road in a tin shack, 130 Kwacha (12 €). With the two
documents in hand I returned to the customs window where they issued the TIP and charged me a
carbon tax of 50 Kwacha (4 €). The last fee, a council levy, was charged at hut by the exit gate.
This cost 30 Kwacha (3 €).
The TIP was free of charge and valid for 30 days (same as my visa). However I was informed that if
the TIP would expire I would be fined 900 Kwachas (80 €) per overstayed day. The TIP can be
extended at any customs office.
I received a gate pass that was stamped several times and then handed over to the gate officer.
TIP: 30 days / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Mandatory insurance was issued at border crossing / 30 days / 130 Kwacha or 13 USD
(12 €)
Total cost at the border: Visa, 30 days, single entry, 50 USD (46 €) + Road Toll, 20 USD (18 €) +
Motorcycle insurance, 30 days, 130 Kwacha (12 €) + Carbon Tax, 50 Kwacha (4 €) + Council Levy,
30 Kwacha (3 €). Total 83 €.
Time to cross the border: 1½ hours
All fees were payable in USD or Kwachas. There were money changers at the border that changed
10 Kwachas for 1 USD, about the same rate as found on the Internet a day earlier.

33. MALAWI - June 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Visa obtained at the border
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 3 months
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 75 USD (69 €)
Handling time: Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Chipata (Zambia) - Mchinji (Malawi)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
At the Zambian border post I was stamped out at immigration and returned my TIP to customs.
Malawi border post. A very expensive 3 months visa was issue by immigration at a cost of 75
USD. Shorter (less expensive) visas were not available. Two documents with general travel
information had to be completed. Customs issued a "Vehicle Declaration and Report Order" (TIP)
valid for 30 days at a cost of 20 USD. A third party motorcycle insurance was mandatory and I was
told that I was allowed to drive to Lilongwe and buy it there and that the police along the road is
aware of this. But "Prime Insurance Company Limited" had a small booth a short bit down the road
where I bought a 30 day insurance for 10 000 Kwacha. They said that the real cost was 15 000
Kwacha but I could buy it for the old price (?)

TIP: 30 days / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Mandatory insurance was issued at border crossing / 30 days / 10 000 Kwacha (13 €).
Total cost at the border: Visa, 3 months, single entry, 75 USD (69 €) + TIP 30 days, 20 USD (18
€) + Motorcycle insurance, 30 days, 10 000 Kwacha (13 €). Total 100 €.
Time to cross the border: 1½ hours
There were money changers at the border.
Checkpoints: At a police checkpoint along the road from the border to Lilongwe I was stopped and
for the very first time on this trip I was asked for an international driving license. The police said he
couldn't read my Swedish license. I have both a one year (expired) and a three year international
driving license but as I have never been asked for them before they were stuffed away deep down
in my luggage. I told the police that he could see a small symbol of a motorcycle and a date next to
it on the back of my Swedish driving license and only a stupid person would not understand what it
meant. I didn't have to dig out the IDL.
Speed traps: I saw one speed gun between the border and Lilongwe.

34. TANZANIA - June 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Visa obtained at the border
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 90 days
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 50 USD (46 €)
Handling time: Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Songwe (Karonga, Malawi) - Kasumulu (Mbeya, Tanzania)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
At the Malawi border crossing I got stamped out at the immigration window. There was no gate pass
so I didn't bother visiting the customs window.
Across the bridge over the border river (Songwe) was the Tanzania border post. I bought a 90 day
multiple entry visa at the cost of 50 USD at immigration. There was no 30 day option. It took five minutes
and was just a stamp in the passport. I got a formal receipt. Customs was at a counter in the same room.
They issued a TIP free of charge valid for 60 days. First they only wanted to give me 30 days but it was
not hard to convince them to give me 60 days. They said the TIP can be extended at any customs office
in the country.
I was not required to buy an insurance by the customs officer but he said that the police may ask for it at
checkpoints. As is common at border posts where an insurance is "required" I was approached by a
representative from an insurance company as soon as I parked by the immigrations building. See below.
TIP: 60 days / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: "Mandatory" insurance was issued at the border crossing by an insurance company called
Comesa which had a small office on the far side of the gate. They offered a Tanzania only insurance, 30
days, 50 USD but also offered a much better option in form of a multi country insurance
covering: Burundi, Congo, DRC, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya, Malawi, Rwanda,
Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. This will cover my remaining stay in

Africa. I was first offered a price of 70 USD for 3 months or 140 USD for 6 months. I negotiated the price
to 100 USD for 6 months. The insurance document was called "Carte Jaune - Yellow Card" and was
stamped and signed.
Total cost at the border: Visa, 90 days, multiple entry, 50 USD (46 €) + Multi country insurance, 100
USD (92 €). Total 138 €.
Time to cross the border: 1½ hours
All fees were payable in USD or Tanzania Shillings. There were friendly and reasonable money changers
at the border that changed my remaining Kwacha. There was also an ATM hidden away to the side.
Checkpoints: There are a lot of police along the roads but I was only stopped a few times for checking
my driving license. For the second time I was asked to produce an international driving license but again I
referred to the motorcycle icon and the date on the back of my Swedish license and said that only a
stupid person would not understand that so I was let go.
Speed traps: I saw a couple of police men with speed guns along the main roads but was never "shot"
at. Other drivers seem to slow down in 50 zones which indicate that caution is relevant. A foreigner told
me that in some cases the police hire locals to handle the speed guns (equipped with a DSLR camera)
and then phone the police that waits down the road to collect the fee.

35. Special Information: ZANZIBAR - June 2016

This is information regarding bringing a motorcycle to the islands of Zanzibar.
Zanzibar is the collective name of the islands of Unguja (many times referred to as just Zanzibar) and
Pemba including surrounding small islands. Even if Zanzibar is part of Tanzania the Zanzibar Islands are
a semi autonomous region with a few rules that are good to now about if you bring a vehicle over.
Visa: The Tanzanian visa is valid on the islands and does not need to be renewed when going back,
even if it is a single entry visa. There is no immigration to go through on the mainland but your passport
will be stamped at immigration when entering the islands.
Documents needed at arrival: Passport
Foreigner Driving Permit: On the Zanzibar Islands all foreigners driving a vehicle are required to obtain
a special driving permit. An international driving license will not suffice. The "Foreigner Driving Permit" is
just a simple, piece of paper with a photo and a validity date, i.e. just another money making scheme. I
was caught unawares of this at one of the numerous police checkpoints. The police had the correct page
in the code of traffic immediately at hand and completely prematurely threatened me with both the court
of law and a month in jail if I didn't pay the court fees. After half an hour of heated debate I was allowed to
go if I promised to go straight to the Department of Transport and Licensing in Zanzibar City to get the
permit.
Two photos are needed when applying for the permit.
The Department of Transport and Licensing is located in a concrete shack on a sandy back street in the Mwanakwerekwe are
(S6° 10.652' E39° 13.352'). The entrance is through a corrugated sheet metal fence. I paid 15 000 TZS
(8 USD) for a one month permit valid for all of Zanzibar including Pemba Island. This was the minimum fee.
Ferry schedule
The main RORO car ferry plying the route: Dar Es Salaam - Zanzibar City - Mkoani (Pemba) - Zanzibar
City - Dar Es Salam is called Azam Sealink. In June 2016 it ran on the following schedule:
Dar Es Salaam - Zanzibar City: Tuesday and Friday 19:45, arriving in Zanzibar City early the following
morning.
Zanzibar City - Mkoani (Pemba): Wednesday and Saturday 06:00, 6-7 hours.
Mkoani - Zanzibar City: Thursday and Sunday 06:30, 6-7 hours.
Zanzibar City - Dar Es Salaam: Thursday and Sunday 20:30, arriving in Dar Es Salaam early the
following morning.
As the loading process was chaotic the real departure time was up to 3 hours later. Ticket sales people
said that large motorbikes can be loaded on some of the fast passenger ferries. I also saw a second,
smaller car ferry in these waters but I have no information about it.

Ferry cost
Passenger fare: Each leg of the journey cost 35 USD for non residents.
Motorcycle fare: Each leg of the journey cost 100 000 TZS (45 USD)
Port tax (wharfage charge) Dar Es Salaam: 22 300 TZS (10 USD)
Port tax (wharfage charge) Zanzibar City: 10 000 TZS (4:50 USD)
Port tax (wharfage charge) Mkoani: 3 000 TZS (1:50 USD)
Port tax is paid both on arrival and departure. When I travelled from Mkoani to Dar Es Salaam via
Zanzibar City, I did not offload my bike in Zanzibar City and did not have to pay the port tax.
Tickets Dar Es Salaam
Passenger tickets are sold either at the main ticket booth (building with blue windows, S6° 49.203' E39°
17.280') at the ferry port in Dar or at any of several independent ticket agents nearby. Ticket for my
motorcycle was a bit more difficult as no one seemed to know the price. After some confusion I got a total
price at the main ticket office of 150 USD. At one of the independent agents I got a price of 135 USD.
There were three separate costs adding up to this: 35 USD passenger ticket, 80 USD motorcycle fare
(based on a volume of 2 cubic meters), 20 USD port tax (wharfage charge).
It was probably more costly going through one of the agents as I paid less going the opposite way. The
easiest way to deal with the ticket and motorcycle fare is to buy a regular passenger ticket at the main
ticket office, then show up with the bike at the port
(S6° 49.301' E39° 17.225') an hour prior to the departure time and agree on a price for the motorcycle
directly with the Azam man responsible for loading the cargo. He's monitoring and collect charges for the
cargo that gets loaded onto the ship. He is found on the boat ramp. Port tax is paid when entering the
port area. You will be told how and where. Passport and motorcycle registration document are needed.
Coming back I paid 100 000 TZS (45 USD) for the bike and 22 300 TZS (10 USD) in port tax.
Tickets Zanzibar Town
There is a main ticket office by a roundabout at the ferry port in Zanzibar Town (S6° 09.412' E39°
11.653'). There are also independent ticket agents across the street. To get a cost for the bike was
impossible as nobody knew. I was told to arrange this on the day of departure with the ferry operators.
There was a person responsible for the cargo charges on the ferry and he gave me the price of 100 000
TZS (45 USD). I paid him cash on the spot and got a receipt.
Tickets Mkoani
I was shown a small ticket booth by a local guy located on a side street up in the Mkoani city center (up a
couple of flights of concrete stairs, S5° 21.679' E39° 39.092'). I'm not sure if this is the official place or a
ticket agent. Ticket price was the normal 35 USD. I asked for a ticket to Dar Es Salaam but they could
only sell tickets to Zanzibar City, there I had to buy a new ticket.
Is it worth bringing a motorcycle over to the islands? Driving on the Unguja Island is not very
interesting. There are few places where the sea is in view and it is generally flat and the roads are
straight and uninteresting so, no, it is not worth it. The Pemba Island on the other hand has lovely curving
roads that go up and down through a very beautiful countryside with a lush foliage and rice paddies in
between the hills. Yes, definitely worth it. Pemba is a lot less developed with only a handful of beach
resorts compared to Ungujas' 300. There is no lack of gas stations on either island and the price of gas is
just slightly higher than in Dar.
There is plenty of public transport as well as taxis on both islands. In Zanzibar City it is possible to rent
250 cc motorcycles (20 USD per day). High speed passenger ferries between Dar Es Salaam and
Zanzibar City make the crossing in less than two hours. Flying to either of the islands is a viable option as
it is not too expensive.
Ferry Mkoani - Tanga
At the time I was visiting there was a "regular" car ferry called "Mandeleo" going between Tanga on the
mainland and Mkoani on Pemba. It was scheduled to leave Mkoani every Sunday but the Sunday I
wanted to go it was cancelled due to lack of passengers/cargo. There is a ticket booth in the Mkoani port
outside the gates (S5° 21.545' E39° 38.728'). It seemed like passages were sporadic and may cease
altogether.
Dhows Wete - Tanga
There are unscheduled dhows (local wooden sailing boats) going between Wete in the north of Pemba
and Tanga. I was told by a owner that my motorcycle (Africa Twin, 250 kg) could be loaded by hand onto
the boat but it would require a number of porters. I was quoted a price of 200 000 TZS (90 USD) for the

bike alone before negotiations. You read that the dhows are not very safe and that foreigners are not
allowed to travel on them (mainly between Dar and Zanzibar City).

36. RWANDA (1) - July 2016
Visa:
Place of application: EATV (East Africa Tourist Visa) obtained at the border. Valid for Rwanda, Uganda
and Kenya.
Embassy/consulate location: Duration: 90 days
Entries: Multiple entries. I was told that the multiple entries visa is valid even if visiting countries outside
the three EATV countries, for example if I wanted to make detours into Burundi or DRC.
Cost: 100 USD (92 €)
Handling time: Valid from: Entry date
Accompanying documentation: Passport
Border crossing: Rusumo
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
This was a new and very positive experience. Tanzania and Rwanda have developed a "one stop shop"
crossing the border at Rusumo. One only has to stop at one border post where both countries's business
is handled. When crossing into Rwanda you stop at the Rwanda side and when crossing into Tanzania
you stop at the Tanzania side. Excellent!
The facilities at this border crossing were new, large and effective. I only had to visit one big hall where
there was a window for Tanzania immigration next to a window for Rwanda immigration. There was a
window for Tanzania customs next to a window for Rwanda customs. There was also a bank window
where all payments were handled.
The routine was as follows: 1. Stamp out at the Tanzania immigration window. 2. Ask for an EATV (East
Africa Tourist Visa) at the Rwanda immigration window. I got a small piece of paper 3. Go to Rwanda
customs window, present the small piece of paper and obtain a paper with a reference number. 4.
Present paper with reference number and make payment of 100 USD at the bank window. 5. Present
receipt for payment at Rwanda immigration window and obtain EATV. 6. Go back to Rwanda customs
window and ask for a TIP. 7. Make payment for TIP of 15 000 RWF (18 €) at the bank window. 8. Present
payment reciept at Rwanda customs window and obtain TIP.
It sounds complicated but instructions were clear and there was kind of a queue system. Payments could
be done in Tanzania Shillings, Rwanda Franc, US Dollar and Euros. Bank cards were not accepted. I
chose to pay for the visa in Euros but had to pay 100 Euros plus one US Dollar as they had a very poor
exchange rate for Euros. There were plenty of money changers at the border. I got a good rate for my
TZS after a little negotiation.
Before I could leave the border area I was subjugated to a thorough search of my entire luggage. This
took over half an hour. This is (only) the second time on this trip that I've been scrutinized to this extent
(the other was in Gambia).
TIP: 14 days / 18 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: EATV 92 € + TIP 18 €. Total: 110 €
Time to cross the border: 1½ hours

Checkpoints: Many checkpoints but I was only stopped at a couple of occasions.
Speed traps: I saw a few speed traps, was even caught speeding at one. The speed gun showed that I
had done 67 km/h in a 40 zone (lots of 40 zones in Rwanda). The police said they would hold on to my
drivers license (good to have home made copies) until I had paid the fee at a specified bank and returned
with a receipt. However, it was Sunday and I had a long way to drive and bla, bla, bla. After a while they
gave me back my license and let me go.
Withdraw USD from ATM: In one of the ATM's just outside the entrance to Nakumatt Supermarket (just
next to Bourbon Café) they had the option of chosing to withdraw money in US Dollars.

37. BURUNDI - August 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Kigali
Embassy/consulate location: S1° 56.491' E30° 05.189'
Duration: 30 days
Entries: Multiple entries
Cost: 50 USD (46 €)
Handling time: 12 (!) days
Valid from: I was asked what date I wanted the visa to start.
Accompanying documentation: Passport, copy of passport, 1 photo, copy of yellow fever vaccination
certificate.
The lady at the counter at the Burundi embassy in Kigali was friendly and answered my questions with
patience. She said that it takes two weeks to get an approval for a visa from the Burundi authorities. The
visa itself is issued at the embassy. I did not have to pay or leave my passport. Once the approval came
through I received an email (or a phone call if you have a phone) and could go back to the embassy to
have the visa issued. I got the email twelve days after the application day. There were very few people at
the embassy.
Border crossing: (Kigali, Rwanda) - Gasenyi (Kirundu, Burundi)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
Gasenyi was a quiet border crossing. I arrived at a long beige house. At the far end were two windows
next to each other; Rwandan immigration and Burundi immigration. Stamp out, stamp in, no
problems. On the opposite side of the building were customs. I was issued a Burundi TIP for 30 000 BIF
(17 €) which was valid for 30 days. I never bothered returning my Rwanda TIP as it didn't feel necessary.
There were plenty of money changers at the border who gave a much better rate (about 30%) than the
official bank rate.
TIP: 30 days, 17 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 18 €
Time to cross the border: 1 hour
Checkpoints: There were a lot of police checkpoints in Burundi, most of them with a rope across the
road. Some were manned by ordinary people, could have been local tax checkpoints. I was stopped quite
frequently and asked for drivers license and passport but was waved through at most checkpoints. There
were never any requests for "gifts".
Speed traps: None.

Gasoline: Many (I would say most) of the fueling stations in Burundi had no fuel but there were people
selling fuel by the bottle here and there. I found one gas station that had fuel and that was enough to take
me through the country.

38. RWANDA (2) - August 2016
Visa: For the second visit to Rwanda I used the 3 month EATV (East Africa Tourist Visa) with multiple
entries that I obtained at the border crossing into Rwanda from Tanzania on my first entry to the country
(see #36 above).
Border crossing: (Kayanza, Burundi) - Akanyaru (Huye/Butare, Rwanda)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
This was a normal two-stop border crossing on either side of a bridge across the Akanyaru River. On
the Burundi side there was a boom across the road, next to it was an immigrations widow with a short
queue where I got stamped out. I didn't see any customsoffice but before the guards lifted the boom they
wanted to see my Burundi TIP. They didn't want to keep it.
On the Rwandan side I got stamped in after queuing for two minutes. Next to the immigrations window
was the customs office. I was directed to go there. In Rwanda they have their TIP act in good order,
everything is registered in their computer system so there is no idea to try to skip anything or
overstay the TIP validity even by one day or you will be penalized which I was to experience. When I
left Rwanda to do a short tour of Burundi I neglected to leave my TIP at customs. Upon my return to
Rwanda they immediately noticed this on their computer. The penalty for overstaying the TIP is 30 USD
for the first month. This sum will increase by each subsequent month. I tried everything out of my
extensive "African persuasion bag" but as my TIP had no exit registration in their system and the 14 days
had by now expired, it was highlighted in red on the computer screen. There was no way my persuasion
efforts could make them remove this red flag without me paying the 30 USD. It's all in their computer
system. If they would remove the red flag without having the 30 USD to show for it, they would be in
trouble with their internal auditors. After a considerable time they gave me a seven day temporary TIP
which I had to take to the customs HQ in Kigali to be extended and to remove the red flag. They said an
extension would not cost anything. I accepted this which was a big mistake.
TIP Extension
In reality the TIP extension also cost 30 USD and it took me 2½ hours to have this done in Kigali. I should
have paid the 30 dollar penalty at the border and be rid of it.
The TIP extension is done at RRD (Rwanda Revenue Department) / Department des Douanes in
the Gikondo region of Kigali (S1° 58.638' E30° 05.107'). Beyond the small car park there is a building
where the payment is done at a bank through the first door on the left. But first I had to go to the customs
office which was situated past the RRD building, up a few steps, past a security check (where I had to
leave my passport) and into a large parking lot for trucks. In the middle of this parking lot is the small
customs office (S1° 58.684' E30° 04.985') where I had to wait in line to enter an office with "Manager"
written on the door. The manager told me I had to pay 30 USD for a TIP extension at the bank in the RRD
building and provide the payment receipt together with copies of: Passport, driver's license, motorcycle
insurance and motorcycle registration document. He wrote instructions on my temporary TIP and sent me
to the RRD building where I first had to go to a window to get an "Advice Details" document from the RRD
which I had to provide the bank to make the payment. I could only pay with cash USD, neither RWF or
bank cards were accepted. Immediately outside the gates was a place that made copies of the
documents I needed. Then back to the queue at the customs manager's office who issued a TIP
extension and cancelled my red flag in their system.
TIP: 7 days / 18 €.
TIP Extension: 14 days / 30 USD (27 €)
Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for

Total cost at the border: TIP 15 000 RWF (18 €).
Time to cross the border: 2 hours
Checkpoints: See #36.
Speed traps: See #36.

39. Special Information: Tours to the DRC from
RWANDA - August 2016
To go across the border to DRC and visit the spectacular Nyiragongo Volcano with the world's largest
lava lake or making a gorilla tracking tour, if a permit can't be obtained in Rwanda, is quite easy and
painless. A DRC visa can be obtained online and tours can be booked at: www.visitvirunga.org.
Visa: The Congolese wildlife authority (ICCN) has an agreement with the Congolese immigration service
(DGM) that facilitates a simplified on-line visa available especially for tours to the DRC from Rwanda. The
visa is valid for 14 days, single entry. One has to cross the border at the "Grande Barrière border post" in
Gisenyi/Goma. Obviously, one must have a return visa to Rwanda. A three month EATV (East Africa
Tourist Visa) with multiple entries is good to have.
The visa procedure is as follows:
1. Book a tour or a hotel night online with Virunga National Park Tourism Office
at www.visitvirunga.org.
2. You will get a booking confirmation including an order/reference number by an automatic reply by mail
within minutes.
3. Apply for a visa also at www.visitvirunga.org. You need to include your booking order/reference
number.
4. You will receive a visa confirmation by mail within 14 days. I applied for the visa on a Monday morning
and received the visa confirmation late in the evening the following Thursday. Email contact with Virunga
National Park Tourism Office may speed things up.
The "Grande Barrière border post" is on the road closest to Lake Kivu, right on the shore of the lake. To
be eligible for a visa one must first book a tour or make a hotel reservation with Virunga National Park
Tourism Office. Their offers include overnight tours to Nyiragongo Volcano (300 USD) and single day
gorilla tracking tours (500 USD). They also arrange transport from-to the border post at a cost. One can
stay at any of a number of hotels in Gisenyi within walking distance or a short moto-taxi ride from the
border post.
As I got a 14 day visa for the notoriously difficult visa-country of DRC I thought that I should take
advantage of this opportunity and use those 14 days, bringing my motorcycle with me. I was however
discouraged by the current hostile security situation in the region and did not carry through these plans. I
left my bike at the hotel in Gisenyi. You are not allowed to enter the DRC at any other border post, but
leaving the DRC elsewhere may be possible. I can't see a problem with this as long as you have an
onward visa. My initial plan, which I didn't pursue, was to drive to Beni and cross into Uganda from there.
As it appears, Beni is the very center of civil unrest and when I passed the border between Rwanda and
Uganda at Cyanika, I was told by the customs official that many people from the DRC go through
Rwanda and Uganda to Beni rather than driving between Goma and Beni in the DRC. This may be due to
both road conditions and the security situation.
Border crossing: Gisenyi (Rwanda) - Goma (DRC)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, printed visa confirmation, (printed tour or hotel booking
confirmation).

40. UGANDA - August 2016

Visa: For Uganda I used the 3 month EATV (East Africa Tourist Visa) with multiple entries that I obtained
at the border crossing into Rwanda from Tanzania (see #36 above).
Border crossing: Cyanika (Musanze, Rwanda) - Cyanika (Kisoro, Uganda)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document, motorcycle insurance,
driving license.
I arrived at a boom across the road. To the left was Rwandan customs where I got my TIP cleared.
Before passing the boom I had to register my travel info in a ledger in a small hut. Just after the first boom
there was a second boom where I had to give my travel info to a lady sitting by a house. Just on the other
side of the second boom were both Rwanda and Uganda immigrations in the same building on the left
hand side. At the Uganda immigrations office I was asked if 1 month would be ok. I asked for two months
and got it straight away. (That was exactly what I had left on my 3 month EATV.) When stamped out and
stamped in I went to Uganda customsacross the road. I was issued a TIP at the cost of 68 000 UGX (22
€). It was valid for 30 days and I was told it could be extended at any customs office for 2x30 days.
Before I could leave I had to register my travel info at a tiny, yellow police hut on the left side of the road. I
received a small piece of paper which I left with the guard at the exit boom.
TIP: 30 days / 22 €.
TIP Extension:The TIP can be extended 2x30 days at any customs office.
Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for but I was told it was required when I asked about it.
Total cost at the border: TIP 68 000 UGX (22 €).
Time to cross the border: 2 hours
Checkpoints: I wasn't stopped at any checkpoints.
Speed traps: None

41. KENYA - September 2016
Visa: For Kenya I used the 3 month EATV (East Africa Tourist Visa) with multiple entries that I obtained
at the border crossing into Rwanda from Tanzania (see #36 above).
Border crossing: Malaba
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
Malaba is the main border crossing along the busy road between Nairobi and Kampala. Despite a long
line of trucks on the Kenyan side and major road works right at the border, there were almost no queues.
Both Ugandan and Kenyan immigrations and customserrands were handled in the same building.
Immigration consisted of two quick stamps in the passport. I returned my TIP at the Ugandan customs
without hassle. Getting a Kenyan TIP should have been a quick matter if it wasn't for the mobile payment
method (MPESA, imposed by the EU I was told). I have no phone but I could pay the customs officer (20
USD or 2030 KES) and he would do the payment through his phone. It was just that he had problems
getting the payment through the system, whether it was a MPESA problem or the customs guy that didn't
know how to do it, I had to wait for three hours before the payment showed up on their computer system
and a TIP could be issued. Otherwise the border crossing would have taken half an hour in total. I asked
for 40 days TIP (the reminder of my EATV) which I was granted. Up to three months may (or may not) be
possible if asking nicely.
There were money changers at the border.
TIP: 40 days / 20 USD (2030 KES).
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not asked for
International Driving License: Not asked for

Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for at the border but it is required in Kenya.
Total cost at the border: TIP 20 USD (2030 KES).
Time to cross the border: 3½ hours
Checkpoints: There are quite a few checkpoints in Kenya but I was only stopped twice for general bike
talk, no checking of papers.
Speed traps: You may see a speed trap but it is rare.
Note: By law, it is compulsory to wear a hi-viz west or similar when driving a motorcycle in Kenya.
However, I passed numerous checkpoints both on the inter-city roads and in Nairobi without wearing one
and I was never stopped.

42. ETHIOPIA - September 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Nairobi, Kenya.
Embassy/consulate location: S1° 17.186' E36° 48.562' (Visa section), S1° 17.262' E36° 48.536'
(ambassador's office).
Duration: 3 months
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 60 USD
Handling time: 4 days
Valid from: Date of issue
Accompanying documentation: Passport, copy of passport, 1 photo, LOI from the passport holders
embassy, confirmation from the Ethiopians ambassador's office.
I applied for an Ethiopian Visa in Nairobi, Kenya in September 2016. During some years before the
summer of 2016 visas were only issued to residents of Kenya at the Nairobi embassy. Everyone else had
to apply in their home country which meant sending the passport by courier mail back and forth. Since
sometime during the summer 2016 they have eased these rules, at least for certain nationalities, Sweden
being among them. If your country is normally favored at embassies, you will probably be granted a visa
by the Ethiopian embassy in Nairobi, at least until they change the rules next time.
The visa process is lengthy and consists of several steps. Count on at least three working days, for me it
took four. This is how I did it:
Step 1: I visited the Ethiopian embassy at the consular section at the State House Cre (S1° 17.186'
E36° 48.562' open times, mon-fri 09:00-12:00. However I saw people with application forms also in the
afternoon.) I was told that I needed a confirmation from the Ethiopian ambassador's office on the opposite
side of the embassy premises. It is the same premises but accessed from State House Ave (S1° 17.262'
E36° 48.536').
Step 2: At the gate on the State House Ave. I conducted my business through a window in the gate
house. I was not allowed inside. The woman in the gate house made a phone call to the secretary of the
ambassador who told me that I needed a "Letter of Introduction" from the Swedish embassy stating that I
am a Swedish citizen including my name and passport number and a request for assistance from the
Ethiopian embassy. This is what the letter from the Swedish embassy said in exact words:
"At the request of Mr Anders Bråhn, we write to confirm that he is a Swedish citizen holding a Swedish
passport with passport number XXXXXXXX.
Any assistance given to him would be highly appreciated."
That was all. It had to be stamped and signed. I asked specifically if it had to be signed by the
ambassador or by anyone at the embassy. Any signature from the embassy was sufficient. Note: that an
Israeli guy I met was told that he needed a signature from the Israeli ambassador himself.
Step 3: I went to the Swedish embassy where they had never heard about such "follies". I was first
denied the letter but after speaking to the embassy secretary and explained my case in detail I was
granted the letter. I had to pay 150 SEK (17 €) at a bank. I have been told that the British embassy issues
such letters for £20 while the German Embassy do not issue such letters at all, at least in this point in
time.

Step 4: I went back to the Ethiopian embassy at the State House Ave. where I left the letter and my
passport at the gate house. I was told to leave my phone number and they would call me within two
hours. I didn't have a phone (I got a phone number to call myself) and it was late in the day so I returned
the following day.
Step 5: I picked up my passport in the gate house at the State House Ave. together with the introduction
letter, now signed by the secretary of the ambassador, indicating 90 days.
Step 6: I went around to the back side of the embassy to the consular section where I was told that I
could get either a 30 day visa for 40 USD or a 90 day visa for 60 USD. The visa days start ticking when
issued. A multiple entry visa was totally unthinkable.
I was asked to fill out an application form including a hotel address and phone number. I picked one of
the major hotels in Addis Ababa off of my GPS. A photo and a copy of the passport is needed (they
make this at the embassy for a few shillings).
Step 7: The payment is made at any CBA (Commercial Bank of Africa) branch. The closest one is located
ten minutes walk from the embassy (S1° 17.168' E36° 48.800').
Step 8: I went back to the embassy with the payment receipt (at 11:30) and was told to come back at
14:00 to pick up my passport and visa.
Step 9: I was back at the embassy at 14:00 where my passport including visa was waiting for me.
For efficiency one could skip Step 1 and Step 2 and get the introduction letter beforehand and then go
straight to the gate at the State House Ave. Taking a calculated risk one could even make the payment in
advance eliminating Step 7 and Step 8. The only payment instructions I got was:
Bank: CBA (Commercial Bank of Africa) Any branch.
Account holder: Ethiopian Embassy
Account number: 6549380043
That was enough for making the payment. I could not pay with VISA card but Kenyan Shillings were
accepted.
Note: US dollars are difficult to obtain in Ethiopia. The maximum amount is normally $150 and can only
be obtained at the head office at large banks in Addis Ababa and one must provide a flight ticket and
withdrawal slips. It is said that this is a time consuming procedure. There is however a black market in
Addis Ababa where Ethiopian Birr can easily be changed to US dollars. I got a acceptable rate at one of
the small stalls along the Ras Desta Damtew Street (N9° 00.960' E38° 45.350'). It cost me about 10% in
commission compared to the official internet rate. Some say that this can be risky and that the money
changers are in cohorts with the police to set you up. I changed several times and didn't have any
problems. There were big bundles of money in black plastic bags changing hands and the shop owner
had a robust safe below his counter. There was even a motorcycle police changing money at the same
time as me.
Border crossing: Moyale
Documents needed at the border: Passport, vehicle registration document.
The Moyale border crossing was surrounded by a big road works. The Kenyan
immigration and customs were in two buildings facing each other on the right hand side, not in the main
building where you'd think it would be. I stamped out and returned my TIP quick and easy.
The Ethiopian immigration (N3° 31.694' E39° 03.184') was half way up a short incline on the right hand
side. I got stamped in. No problem (despite that it was lunch time). The Ethiopian customs office (N3°
31.829' E39° 03.146') was well hidden on the right hand side of the main road through Moyale about 200
meters from immigrations. There is a large light blue sign by the road but finding the word customs is not
easy. The customs office is through a small alley. I had to wait for the lunch break to finish. To my
surprise I got an 84 days TIP at no cost. The 84 days were what was left of my 90 days visa.
TIP: 84 days (extent of visa) / 0 €
TIP Extension: Carnet: Not needed
International Driving License: Not asked for
Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Not asked for
Total cost at the border: 0 €
Time to cross the border: 1½ hours
Checkpoints: There were few checkpoints along the roads. I was only stopped at a couple just before
the Sudanese border. After the state of emergency had been announced I saw a slight increase in
military checkpoints but the were not interested in tourists.

Note: Motorcycles are not allowed onto the Addis-Adama Expressway south of Addis Ababa. They are
really strict about this, no matter if you have a big and fast bike.

43. (SOMALILAND) - October 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Embassy/consulate location: N9° 00.055' E38° 47.230'
Duration: 1 month
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 70 USD
Handling time: On the spot
Valid from: Date of issue
Accompanying documentation: Passport, copy of passport, 1 photo.
If all visas were this simple, travelling in Africa would be a breeze. Somaliland is technically part of
Somalia but it is de facto a country of its own even if it is not internationally recognized as such. In
contrast to other parts of Somalia it is at this point in time perfectly safe travelling in Somaliland.
Somaliland and Somalia have separate embassies in Addis Ababa.
The Somaliland embassy in Addis Ababa is located at (N9° 00.055' E38° 47.230'). (Note that various
maps has it at incorrect locations.) There are signs from both Djibouti Street and Bl_03_534 Street.
Access is easier from the latter. A one month single entry visa cost 70 USD and starts at the date of
issue. Longer visas are available. They asked me to pay in US dollars but when I said I didn't have any,
Ethiopian Birr were accepted. I filled out a simple form without "impossible" questions and had to provide
a passport copy and a photo. The visa was issued while I waited. It took less than 30 minutes. I was even
offered coffee.
Due to escalating unrest in Ethiopia including introduction of a state of emergency I decided not
to visit Somaliland and Djibouti as I was unsure if I would be able to get back into Ethiopia to
continue my journey north.

44. (DJIBOUTI) - October 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Embassy/consulate location: N8° 59.640' E38° 46.670'
Duration: 1 month
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 90 USD
Handling time: Same day
Valid from: Date of issue
Accompanying documentation: Passport, copy of passport, 2 photos, hotel reservation, copy of
motorcycle registration (or Carnet if available).
At the Djibouti embassy in Addis Ababa they first said that they required a letter of introduction issued by
my embassy but then decided that a hotel booking would suffice. They also required a passport copy, two
photos and a copy of my motorcycle registration document. I was not allowed to pay in Ethiopian Birr;
USD or EUR were the only acceptable currencies. The embassy is open for visa applications between
09:00-11:30. The visa is ready to be picked up the same day in the afternoon, after 14:30. A one month,
single entry visa cost 90 USD.
Note: The female manager of the visa section has a somewhat confrontational attitude. Keep calm.
Note: The staff at the Djibouti embassy told me that it may be possible to get a Djibouti visa at the border.

Due to escalating unrest in Ethiopia including introduction of a state of emergency I decided not
to visit Somaliland and Djibouti as I was unsure if I would be able to get back into Ethiopia to
continue my journey north.

45. SUDAN - October 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Embassy/consulate location: N9° 00.375' E38° 44.695'
Duration: 2 week transit visa
Entries: Single entry
Cost: 68 USD
Handling time: 2 days
Valid from: Valid for one month from date of issue
Accompanying documentation: Passport, copy of passport, LOI, Egyptian visa.
A normal Sudanese tourist visa is an extremely lengthy and complicated process. People usually go for
the two week transit visa for 68 USD which is readily issued.
Sudanese "sponsor"
I was asked to provide, passport, passport copy, a letter from a Sudanese "sponsor" which could be a
simple hotel reservation from a hotel in Sudan, including the name and phone number of the hotel owner.
An online hotel booking will probably not suffice. One need to contact a hotel in Sudan (Khartoum) and
ask them to send a hotel reservation for the entire duration of the visa. The dates are not critical, they are
only for visa purposes. The important thing is that the reservation includes the details of the hotel plus
name and phone number of the manager. A stamp and a signature always helps. Otherwise it doesn't
need to be very fancy. I applied for my visa in the morning and picked it up in the afternoon the following
day.
Note: Payment is strictly in US dollars, not even Euros are accepted.
Border crossing: Metema (Ethiopia) - Gallabat (Sudan)
Documents needed at the border: Passport, Vehicle registration document + copy, Carnet, Insurance.
The Ethiopian border post was just before the border bridge. Customs was on the right side of the road
by a gate with a rope across the road. I left my TIP. They required a copy of the vehile registration
document. Ethiopian immigration was on the left side of the road just after the rope but before the
bridge. I was stamped out without hesitation.
The Sudan immigration was immediately after the bridge on the left hand side of the road, not very
visible. I was stamped in after filling out an arrival form. It included the name and phone number of my
"sponsor" in Sudan, i.e. the hotel in Khartoum.
So far,everything went smoothly but when I got to the Sudan customs, fifty meters further down the road
from immigrations, also on the left side, everything grounded to a halt. The only person at customs who
spoke English was the big boss and he was not available. Long story short; I waited for the big boss for
six hours, when he finally arrived I was told that Sudan do not issue any Temporary Import Permits, a
Triptyk (Carnet) is mandatory. He mentioned something about paying some kind of importation bond
but I never got the full picture.
In the end the big boss made a phone call to the Sudanese Automobile & Touring Club in Khartoum. I
talked to an English speaking man by the name of Abu Beyda (phone: 09 12344361). He said he could
issue a document that would get my motorcycle into Sudan at a cost of 100 USD. With the help of one of
the customs officers I took photos of: the main page of my passport, vehicle registration document,
COMESA insurance and Sudan visa, which he sent to Abu Beyda. After a long while (it was now the next
day), I got a signed and stamped document with the header: "Certificate of Payment of Duty in Deposit by
Tourists and Travellers". There were no values or costs written on it. While speaking to Abu on the phone
he asked me to pay the 100 USD to one of the high ranking customs officials at the border. And that was
that.
TIP: Not issued
TIP Extension: Carnet: Required
International Driving License: Not asked for

Yellow fever vaccination card: Not asked for
Insurance: Required (COMESA)
Total cost at the border: 100 USD
Time to cross the border: 28 hours
Registration
The Sudanese visa must be registered with the central immigrations office in Khartoum within three days
of entering the country. The hotel I stayed at (International Guesthouse, former German Guesthouse)
took care of this for me. I believe the cost is 430 SDG if you do it yourself. I paid 500 SDG for the hotel to
do it. I got a sticker and a stamp in the passport.
Travel and Photo Permit
One also need a special permit for traveling and taking photos in Sudan. This may be checked at police
checkpoints. I got a form from my hotel in Khartoum which I filled out, including itinerary and a short list of
things I intended to photograph (!). I took the form to the Ministry of Tourism, Antiquities & Wildlife in
Khartoum (N15° 34.815' E32° 33.990') where I got it signed and stamped at no cost. You probably get the
form there if you don't already have one. Passport copy and a photo are required.
As this permit is issued in Khartoum you must drive without it from the border to the capital. The police
seems to be aware of this and I wasn't asked for it. When I drove from Khartoum to Port Sudan I was
asked for it a few times. I left a copy with the police if they asked for it. I had made 7-8 copies which was
enough. I wasn't asked for it at all checkpoints. Sometimes I was just waived through, at other times they
wanted to see my passport.

46. (EGYPT) - October 2016
Visa:
Place of application: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Embassy/consulate location: N9° 02.770' E38° 45.860'
Duration: 3 months during a 6 month period.
Entries: Multiple
Cost: 1000 Birr (42 €)
Handling time: 3 working days
Valid for: 6 months from date of issue
Accompanying documentation: Passport, copy of passport, 2 photos, hotel booking, withdrawal slip of
minimum 700 Birr, copy of credit card (back and front), bank statement, yellow fever vaccination card.
The staff at the Egypt embassy in Addis Ababa was very helpful and reasonable. The visa requirements
were extensive and the handling time rather long but there was nothing overly difficult and the experience
was pleasant. Any single night hotel booking in Egypt is accepted. I used the withdrawal slip (minimum
700 Birr) from a Commercial Bank of Ethiopia ATM. The bank statement I printed from my online bank.
There was a note in the embassy stating that the yellow fever vaccination had to be done within the last
10 days. My yellow fever vaccination was over two years old but was accepted. The payment was made
in Ethiopian Birr. I was quoted a price of 1500 Birr which I paid when I applied but when I came back to
pick up my passport I was returned 400 Birr. The cost written on the visa was 1000 Birr. I had no reason
arguing about the missing 100 Birr.
The embassy opening times for visa applications are 09:30-12:00. Pickup time is after 14:30. I applied on
a Wednesday morning and picked my passport up on Friday afternoon which they counted as 3 working
days.
Note: The application form must include the name and phone number of the hotel where you stay in
Addis Ababa.
Note: The handling time for US citizens and Canadians are two weeks.
Entering Egypt without a carnet has always been difficult, time consuming and costly but it has been
possible. Sometime during 2016 it appears that the Egyptian government put new and stricter importation
rules in place which meant that entering Egypt without a carnet issued in the country where the vehicle
is registered is almost impossible. At least, it require measures beoyond reason. One can definitely
question if it is worth trying at all. I didn't. I followed the first reports on overlander internet forums and that
completely turned me off. Perhaps people will find ways to work around the system so keep an eye on
the overlander forums.

If in posession of a carnet issued in the country where the vehicle is registered, entering Egypt should
be feasable. Carnets issued in a country other than that where the vehicle is registered were blatantly
refused in the end of 2016.
Due to extremely stringent importation regulations put in place during 2016 in Egypt I chose a
different route and bypassed the country altogether. Instead of bashing my head against the
bureaucratic wall in Wadi Haifa (as well as when exiting the country) I chose to go via Saudi
Arabia, Jordan and Israel. At this point in time there are no regular passenger/vehicle RORO
ferries from Egypt to Europe but there is a weekly RORO ferry from Haifa to Greece which takes
both cars and passengers. This option seemed much more attractive than taking on the Egypt
battle.

Appendix: Here is a detailed post by the user “Wanted” on Horizons Unlimited for
traveling West Africa. Very useful to have handy.

Guide to the west coast / (without a carnet)
Warning: This is all personal preference and based on my own experiences. Your
opinion may differ. Please don't take this guide as gospel, I have tried to do my
best to give others some idea of what to expect and relative information, however
you may experience differences.
Before anything else, I would personally treat the following three references like a
bible:
•

iOverlander application for smartphones

•

VoodooChili's website

•

WikiOverland **NEW!** (see post #3)

- I don't know how I can credit this guy VoodooChile but he is somewhere on these
forums. I found his website (ESPECIALLY the "Beyond Borders" section) extremely
helpful on more than one occasion. This should be your 'go to' before each border
crossing. It gives a highly detailed account of what to do and what to expect.

Visas
Most visas for the west coast can be obtained en-route. I used an Australian and
British passport, so similar passports will yield similar results. The north to south
visas I obtained personally, so the information is fairly accurate as of 2016.
(Note: additional information marked with an asterix are addressed below)
NORTH TO SOUTH
Morocco - No visa required (90 days)
Mauritania - Obtained at border (30 days) = €50 - instant
Senegal - No visa required (90 days)
Gambia - No visa required* (90 days)
Mali - Obtained in Dakar (30 days) = 25,000CFA // €38 - typically next day
Guinea-Bissau - Obtained in Ziguinchor, Senegal = 1 month is 25,000CFA
// €37 - instant
Guinea - Obtained in Bissau, Guinea-Bissau* (1 month multiple-entry) =
30,000CFA // €45 - same day
Sierra-Leone - Obtained in Dakar = 120,000CFA €180+ - 1 day or obtained in
Conakry, Guinea - $100USD - 1 Day
Liberia - Obtained in Conakry, Guinea - $100USD EU passport, $141USD for US
passport
Ivory Coast - Obtained in Dakar (1 month) = 33,000CFA // €50 - 3 days
Burkina Faso - Obtained in Bamako, Mali (1 month) = 24,000CFA // €36 - next
day
Ghana - Obtained in Bamako, Mali*/ Monrovia/ Abidjan (easy) (1 month) =

25,000CFA approx // €38 - next day
Togo - Obtained at Togo border (7 days*) = 15,000CFA // €22 - instant
Benin - Obtained in Lomé, Togo (15 day multiple entry) = 12,500CFA
// €19 - pick up Friday
Niger - VTE visa tourist ententé - Obtained in Barcelona, Spain = €100*
Nigeria - Obtained in Bamako, Mali* (1 month) = 37,000CFA // €56 - +/- 3 days
Cameroon - Obtained in Calabar, Nigeria (1 month) = 50,000CFA approx
// €76 - same day
Gabon - Obtained in Lomé, Togo (2 weeks) = 50,000CFA // €76 - next day
Congo Brazzaville - Obtained in Lomé, Togo (2 weeks) = 60,000CFA
// €91 - instant
DRC - Obtained in Cotonou, Benin* (1 month) = 70,000CFA // €106 - same day
Angola - Obtained in Pointe-Noire, Congo Brazza (5 day transit*) / Accra, Ghana*
= 50,000CFA // €76 - pick up Friday in both Accra & Point-Noire
Namibia - No visa required
Botswana - No visa required
South Africa - No visa required - Update for Kiwis***
Swaziland - No visa required
Lesotho - No visa required
Total: +/- €1240 // $1300USD.
Many overlanders seems to cut directly from Senegal through Mali to Burkina
Faso/Ivory Coast, which could save you a lot of money on the countries south of
Mali.
SOUTH TO NORTH
This information has been given to me from someone who traveled south to north
recently, crossing paths with me on the way. Some visas are much easier to get
coming north, however come with a price tag to match. I strongly suggest doing a
bit more research on visas south to north to get confirmation.
South Africa - No visa required
Namibia - No visa required
Angola - Obtained in Windhoek, Namibia [very unreliable*]
DRC - Obtained in Windhoek, Namibia - $100USD
Congo Brazzaville - Obtained in Windhoek, Namibia or Kinshasa, DRC - $90USD
Gabon - Obtained in Kinshasa, DRC - $110USD
Cameroon - Obtained in Kinshasa, DRC - $110USD
Nigeria - Obtained in Brazzaville, Congo - $250USD
Benin - Obtained in Brazzaville, Congo - $95USD
Togo - Obtained at Togo border, 7 days* - 15,000CFA
Ghana - Unknown or Obtain at border - $150USD
Burkina Faso - Obtained in Brazzaville, Congo - $110USD
Mali - Obtained in Brazzaville, Congo - $50USD
Ivory Coast - Unknown
Liberia - Unknown
Sierra Leone - Unknown
Guinea - Unknown
Guinea Bissau - Unknown
Senegal - No visa required
Mauritania - Obtained at border - €120
Morocco - No visa required

Potential problems or additional information:
*** VISA TOURIST ENTENTE *** - This visa can be obtained in Barcelona,
Spain. It now costs €100 and takes about 10 minutes. The VTE is essentially a
multi-country visa for Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso, Togo, Benin and Niger. You can
move between these countries easily with the VTE. Please note, that people who
have left the VTE zone into Ghana, have been told their VTE is no longer valid
when they try to re-enter into the zone, this is only at some border posts, on any
given day. If you plan to use this visa, it may be worth looking into it a bit further
at which border crossings you intend to use, and recent experiences from others
using the VTE there.
Mauritania visa - According to recent information, the Mauritania visa price has
dropped from €120 down to €40, epic news!
Gambia visa - On arrival at border, immigration officials may try to tell you that
you require a visa even when you do not. I suggest printing information from the
Gambian consulate webpage as evidence to prove you do not.
Guinea visa - When applying for this visa in Bissau city, the consul may try to tell
you that the minimum for a multiple entry visa is 2 months (60,000CFA) which is
double the 1 month entry price (30,000CFA). I said I will just take 1 month. On
return, he had put a 1 month multiple entry visa in and still tried asking for more
money which I refused, he handed over the passport shortly after
Sierra-Leone visa - Did not enter this country, I have unreliable information
Liberia visa - Did not enter this country, I have unreliable information
Ghana visa - Obtained in Rabat, Morocco. Obtained in Dakar, Senegal. Obtained
in Bamako, Mali. Obtained in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. Obtained at Ghana
Border (1-3 months). The Ghana visa can be quite tricky to obtain as no locations
seem to be a sure thing. In Rabat, Morocco, the application can take 10 days +. I
was told to apply in Dakar as I did not know it was possible further on, in Dakar it
was very difficult, but I was able to obtain a 3 month multiple entry for 75 euro +
100 euro into the consuls pocket. While I was in Bamako, a German cyclist got her
Ghana visa there for approximately 25,000CFA. I met others who got the visa in
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. I also asked at the border on entry, to which I was
told it is possible to get at the border for $150USD. Update: Has been reported as
of 4/12/16 by user eddyboi that you can get the visa quite easily in Monrovia,
Liberia for $60USD, super friendly staff, cheers eddy
Togo visa - Very easy to get at border, however it is only 7 days. Can be
extended in Lomé if required however is quite expensive.
Benin visa - In Lomé, Togo, visa starts at 10,000CFA for 15 day single entry,
12,500CFA for 15 day multi, 15,000CFA for 1 month single, 20,000CFA for 1
month multi, 30,000CFA for 3 month single, 40,000CFA for 3 month multi
Niger - See VTE above
Nigeria visa - Shortly after obtaining the Nigerian visa in Bamako, people were
rejected from the consulate even on European passports. It would seem they no

longer issue it. The same people were successful in getting it in Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso, however I would try get it at home before your trip if possible, as
Burkina is not a sure thing. We tried unsuccessfully to get my girlfriend a visa in
Benin. if you DO try to get it in Benin or Togo, I highly recommend trying to
become a resident first. Apparently this is quite easy in Togo to become a resident,
however I don’t know much about it. Update - apparently people are getting it
in Bamako again.
Cameroon visa - Can not remember the exact amount, about 50,000CFA. This
MUST be paid in CFA, not in Nigerian Naira.
DRC visa - We obtained our visa in Cotonou, however as my girlfriend could not
cross Nigeria, she flew to DRC to meet her cousin. Her visa was rejected in
Kinshasa airport and she was sent back to Benin as she was not a resident of
Benin. We did not attempt to enter DRC again. The visa has been accepted at the
Luozi crossing in DRC, however overlanders have been turned away at both
Cabinda and Brazza-ferry crossings.
Angola - The 5 day transit visa was issued within 24 hours (applied on Thursday,
issued on Friday). The 30 day visa costs the same amount, however another
overlander had been waiting 10 days and still had not heard anything so canceled
it and got a 5 day transit. We overstayed our visa for an extra 4-5 days and it
was not questioned on exit into Namibia. This has been the case for several
other overlanders.
It is also possible to obtain the 30 day visa in Accra, Ghana. I do not know the
price or how easy it is, but if you're in Accra you might as well try your luck.
Consulate is open Mon-Wed but closes at 11am, so be early. I opted out as I tried
the embassy on a Thursday, and would not have received a visa until the following
Friday.
Angola from south to north - very unreliable trying to get it in Windhoek, the staff
are not helpful at all and will tell you it is impossible. Alternatively you can use a
third party to help you, this can be more expensive however. Apparently these
guys here can get the visa for you, will cost 1000R (€65) + cost of the visa
South Africa - From January 16th New Zealand passport holders will require a
visa to enter South Africa. To make matters more difficult, South Africa's Minister
of Home Affairs told media New Zealand nationals would have to travel to the High
Commission in Wellington, New Zealand in order to submit their visa in person.

Carnet or no carnet?
Having a carnet is obviously the safest bet, however if you’re like me and don’t
really care, or don’t have the money to put into this document then I can confirm
the west coast of Africa is possible without this. Here I will give a brief outline of
each country
Morocco - TIP required - 6 months - Free
Mauritania - TIP required - 15 days - 5000CFA / €8* (more or less)
Senegal - TIP required - 2 days(!)* extended to 15 - 5000CFA / €8
Gambia - TIP required - 7 days - 5000CFA / €8
Guinea-Bissau - TIP not required(!)* - /////// - /////// - ////////

Guinea - TIP required (!)* - duration by discussion - 5000CFA / €8
Sierra Leone - unknown
Liberia - unknown
Ivory Coast - unknown
Mali - TIP not required(!)*
Burkina Faso - TIP required - 1 month - 5000CFA / €8
Ghana - Carnet/insurance required(!)* - please read below
Togo - TIP required* - 1 month - 5000CFA / €8
Benin - TIP required - 1 month - 7500CFA / €12
Nigeria - TIP not required
Cameroon - TIP required - duration by discussion - FREE
Gabon - TIP required - 1 month - FREE
Congo Brazza - TIP required* - no real duration* - FREE(!)*
Congo DRC - unknown
Angola - TIP required** - unknown duration - €5(ish)
Namibia - TIP not required* - pay road tax - €13
Botswana - TIP not required - pay road tax - 190rand / €13 for motorcycle
South Africa - TIP not required (but recommended) - 6 months - FREE
TOTAL: approximately €100 (Road tax in SADC countries is applicable with or
without carnet)

TIP Notes
Mauriania - I do not remember the price, however I think it is around 8 euro but
don’t let them screw you as they will likely try. I recommend using a fixer Chiek at
Mauri border after no-mans-land (please read Border crossings in general for more
info)
Senegal - The TIP is easy to obtain in Diama, however it is only for 2 days and
can be extended 15 days for free in Dakar (This extension can be done twice to
total 30 days). They do this in St.Louis as well but it is well known for a corrupt
official to try charge an insane amount for it. I recommend trying St.Louis just to
see, but if there is ANYTHING fishy, just go to Dakar and get it done for free. The
building in Dakar is next to the AXA insurance building near the port, the sign on
the outside is something like “WORLD TOURS”, it is a few floors up. N 14'40.128 W
17’25.894
Guinea-Bissau - They say the TIP is not required (at least for motorcycle), but it
is. If you get stopped by police you will be totally at their mercy. This happened to
me. I would not recommend leaving customs without getting a TIP or some type of
signed document to give to police in the event you’re stopped.
Guinea - TIP was not required when I entered, however I did not want a repeat of
Guinea-Bissau so demanded a TIP from customs. They were extremely friendly
and the chief issued me a TIP for 5000CFA. On exiting Guinea, I was asked for the
TIP which I had to hand in. I recommend getting this on entry rather than risking
it.
Mali - Some people have had to pay 5000CFA / 8 euro for a TIP here. Coming
from Guinea in the south, I did not have to pay anything. I was told I did not need
one. I did not want to risk this after what happened in Guinea-Bissau however
they would not issue me one. I was stopped by the boss at customs on exit and
told I needed one. He wanted me to pay a bribe. This fizzled out after a few

minutes and he allowed me to leave. I recommend trying to get some form of
documentation on entry rather than risking it.
Ghana - Ghana is a tricky one. Basically if you don’t have a carnet you have
several options. Option 1 is you leave your vehicle at the border and collect it on
exit. Option 2 is leave the dutiable value of your vehicle at the border, drive your
vehicle in and collect the money on the way out from the same border. Both of
these are not very practical if you want to exit into Togo. Option 3 is you get
customs to help you organise an insurance guy who you buy insurance from which
is approximately 1% of the dutiable value of your vehicle. If your vehicle is worth
$10,000 the duty may be worth $2,000 or something. You’d have to pay like 1%
of this for the insurance. I never went down this route as it was a Saturday and I
didn’t want to wait so long so I rode into Togo. In hindsight I should have done the
insurance route as I hated using public transport when I went back into Ghana
from Togo. I am not entirely sure of all the ins and outs of the insurance, but that
was how it was described to me by customs. It may vary with you, if you choose
to do this.
Togo - I left my motorcycle in Togo and went into Ghana. When exiting Togo the
customs guy on the computer looked at me strangely but let me pass without the
vehicle. I had no idea what was on the computer. When I entered Togo again I left
through the middle border into Benin. I had overstayed the 1 month TIP by about
a week, however at this border it was super chill. The customs guy said “do you
have any paper for me”, this took me off guard as I expected a nightmare having
overstayed the TIP. I said “uh….nnoooo?”, and he waved me through no problem.
Congo Brazza - The Douane (customs) is located about 50km after the border if
you’re entering from Ndende, the customs guy there waved a Carnet paper in front
of me from a Chinese guy who had passed through the day before, asking me
where mine was. I said I didn’t have one and I needed a TIP. He made a phone
call and wrote one out for me. He slid it across the table smugly and asked for
money. I said no, and produced all the free TIP’s I’d had from the last few
countries and said I want it for free. He gave up pretty quickly
important - On exiting Congo Brazza into Cabinda you must go to customs and get
an export permit. This sounds ridiculous and we seriously did not believe them,
however once on the Angolan side this document is very important to get your
Angolan TIP. On the Congo side they asked for 10,000CFA. I eventually got it for
free as there was no listed price and they could not give me an official receipt.
Angola - (Cabinda) This was the most official TIP I had in West Africa. The export
paper from Congo was required in order to get this TIP. I don’t remember the
exact cost but it was about 5 or 6 euro (at the black market exchange rate in
August 2016). We had a friend from Pointe-Noire helping us who took care of all
the TIP etc so I do not know the details on obtaining this myself. Some people
have not had to obtain this TIP in the past, I assume coming from DRC.
South Africa - You can get a free TIP at the border for 6 months. I strongly
recommend getting this if you want to ship your vehicle from South Africa as you
can not ship your vehicle without this document. You could always drive back to
the border and get it, but save yourself the trip and get it on entry. Otherwise you
can transit freely through Namibia/Botswana/South Africa/Lesotho/Swaziland
without being asked about a TIP or carnet.

**************************************************
***************************

Border crossings in general
Border crossings always seem to be different, people have different experiences
and some people handle them in different ways. Here are a few of my notes. Your
vehicle is almost always safe at the border crossings. I was paranoid about this for
a long time, but I would not worry too much about always having your vehicle in
sight. Nothing was ever touched on my bike, not once. I can’t really remember
many borders now, so I will only note the ones that stuck in my mind after giving
problems
Entering Mauritania - I recommend using a fixer to cross after no mans land. It
has a bad reputation and it’s just easier. There is a guy that came running down
the hill into no mans land as soon as he spotted me on the bike, his name is
Chiek. Just ask for a guy called Chiek. I paid him about 10 euro. It’s kind of
annoying to part with this money but it makes life easier. Tell him at the start
exactly what you’re going to pay him, tell him you’re not going to give him any
more. Tell him what you expect to pay for the visa, for the TIP, and for insurance.
He tried to cheat me on insurance right at the end, but overall it was pretty
straight forward.
Exiting Mauritania and Entering Senegal - Use the Diama crossing as opposed
to the dreaded Rosso crossing. It is easy to get to, from Nouakchott there is a turn
off to Keur Macene, this is a much faster route from Nouakchott to Diama than
going all the way to Rosso. The road is even better than the main highway until
you reach Keur Macene where it turns into easy piste (in the dry). This is the turn
off - 16°47'24.6"N 16°05'55.9”W - Do not be afraid of this road, it is good.
or on Google here
Beware: The immigration and customs on the Mauri side can give difficulties to
some. Asking for and outright lying for money in order to stamp your passport or
TIP is standard operations here. Do not pay. It is also not out of the ordinary to try
extract a huge bogus fee if your vehicle is older than 8 years. However, this
does NOT apply to temporary imports like the typical overlanders.
There is an excellent write up by Andy (Wheelie Adventurous) with other
experiences on the notorious crossing found here
I suggest reading all posts. On the Senegal side, it is very easy. Just refer back to
my insurance warning about the insurance at the border here. It is a scam and is
not CEDEAO.
Exiting Senegal into Gambia - remember to get your passport stamped out
BEFORE handing back your TIP. This caused problems for me, but eventually I
could get my TIP back from customs to show police.
Entering Gambia - Many countries require a visa to enter Gambia, however
Australia and the UK are not those countries, and these were the passports I was
traveling on, I did not need a visa. However the immigration officials are sly and
corrupt and will try to tell you that you do in fact need one. I strongly recommend
printing something out before crossing this border stating that your country does

not require a visa. I would also recommend noting your embassies phone number
and threatening to call them, should they give you a hard time. I had to argue for
about 40 minutes for them to let me through without paying for a visa. You can
read that story on my blog here if you want some cringe.
Entering Cameroon - The chief HAS to be there to stamp your carnet or TIP. If
he is not there, the worker bees are not allowed to do it and you will have to wait
for the chief to come back. I had to sleep overnight at the border, a friend had to
sleep two nights. I recommend not attempting on a weekend or public holiday. Do
not try to just drive off into the country (I seriously considered it) as there is a
checkpoint just at the road, and it is required to exit Cameroon.

